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When does an asset become a liability? It is a question that
matters to business leaders, and even to governments, as
much as it does to accountants, as our cover story on Jack
Ma’s dramatic fall from grace demonstrates. Once the global
pin-up for China’s tech prowess, the Alibaba founder now
appears to have been rejected by powerful state forces
fearful that the nation’s digital giants may be getting too
big for their boots. Lessons from the second largest global
economy are also highlighted as Work. looks at how the rest
of the world is managing the return to office life on p28. How
to cope with the unexpected is a perennial topic that has
been thrust straight back to the top of the corporate agenda
recently. And as our feature on p46 explains, when even the
best-laid plans are blindsided by events, it’s the qualities of
resilience and agility that can make all the difference
between an organisation’s success and failure. Fortune
favours the prepared mind, even – or perhaps especially –
when events take a radically different course.
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Why are we here, and
what’s it all in aid of?
Should we spend so much
of our brief allotted span
on earth climbing the
greasy pole and filling
the coffers? During the
pandemic, many of us
have spent more time
alone with our thoughts,
and may have got to
wondering if there isn’t
a better way to exist
than as a disembodied
image on someone
else’s computer screen.
In this enlightening
interview with Angela
Hobbs, professor for the
public understanding of
philosophy at Sheffield
University, Matthew
Gwyther explores the
perennial issue of living
the ‘good life’, as well as
more timely questions
around the value of a
philosophical approach
to work, and the light that
classical philosophers
such as Plato can shed
on purpose and ethics.

When celebrity
entrepreneur and founder
of Chinese e-commerce
giant Alibaba Group
Jack Ma mysteriously
dropped off the radar
last November – only
to reappear in a bizarre
and uncharacteristically
low-key video a few
months later – the
internet rang with
unanswered questions.
What had happened to
him, and why? Who was
responsible? Andrew
Saunders looks at the
motivations and potential
dramatis personae that
might lie behind this
remarkable incident. It’s
a story that goes to the
heart of the relationship
between personal,
business and state power
in the world’s largest
communist state.

The formerly everyday
business of when and how
often to go to the office is
set to become one of the
major preoccupations
for employers over the
coming months. Who
really needs to be in? Who
just wants to be in? What
about those who never
want to go there again?
Squaring these conflicting
agendas – while also
delivering productive
work and fostering a
coherent culture – could
easily become a minefield.
Fortunately, some
businesses have already
experimented with the
return to work: Jeremy
Hazlehurst takes a virtual
trip around the globe
to gather experiences
from HR professionals
and employees on the
frontline in countries
from China and Singapore
to Israel and Australia, as
he examines lessons to be
drawn about the influence
of national culture,
levels of trust and risk
management.

The way scientific ideas
are co-opted into popular
workplace practice is far
from ideal. What starts
life as a research paper
is then reinterpreted
and repackaged by
popular science writers
and journalists and
may have taken on
a different meaning
entirely by the time it
is influencing actual
practitioners. As Nicole
Kobie discovers, the best
way to understand the
scientific ideas that could
reshape the way we think
about work is to go direct
to the scientists who
formulate them – which
is exactly what she did,
asking some of academia’s
finest minds for their
views on everything
from unconscious bias to
employee activism. Along
the way, she discovers
many counterintuitive
ideas and incorrect
assumptions that have
become part of the
HR lexicon.

Andrew Saunders is
contributing editor of
Work. and a business
journalist whose writing
also appears in The Times,
The Telegraph and
Management Today

Matthew Gwyther is
a business journalist
and former editor of
Management Today
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Jeremy Hazlehurst is a
journalist who has written
for The Wall Street
Journal and The Times

Nicole Kobie is a science
and technology journalist
who writes for Wired, Vice
and the Guardian
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When the tortuously
complicated
modernisation of the
British civil service is
discussed, HMRC rarely
gets a look in. And yet,
the UK’s tax and customs
authority has arguably
changed how and where
it works more profoundly
than any other part of
the public sector – and
during coronavirus, it
pivoted rapidly from
being a collector of
cash to a benefactor,
administering vital
grants and loans that
enabled businesses and
individuals to survive
through financial
turmoil. As chief people
officer Esther Wallington
tells Robert Jeffery, the
public likes HMRC a lot
more when it’s handing
out money than when
it’s collecting it. But
the bigger picture is
creating a workforce
that is sufficiently agile
and digitally enabled to
thrive no matter what
comes next.

What’s the point in
planning when the
things that really have
an impact are the ones
no one can plan for?
It’s a thought that must
have crossed the minds
of many in business –
from the C-suite to the
frontline – in recent
months, as carefully
nurtured forecasts
and spreadsheets were
unceremoniously binned.
Perhaps what’s needed
is a less doctrinaire and
more resilient approach,
one that enables
organisations and people
alike to bend before a
hurricane rather than
be snapped in half by
its force. Paul Simpson
examines the history
and practice of resilience
in business, how to
develop more of it and
where its strengths and
weaknesses lie.

Our national love affair
with foreign travel
may have been forced
into abeyance – at least
for now – but fear not,
the pleasures of the
staycation remain there
for the taking. And as
Work.’s picture essay on
the history of the Great
British seaside holiday
reveals, the evolution
of work and leisure
has been intimately
linked since at least
Victorian times. Wakes
Week in Lancashire
Mill towns – an unpaid
break for workers while
factory machinery
was overhauled – kickstarted the expansion
of resorts like Blackpool
and Morecambe, while
the rise of the railways
provided the cheap travel
needed to make a trip
to the coast a realistic
proposition. While in
more recent times the
chilly appeal of the
promenade, pier and
penny slot machines may
have palled, the domestic
holiday – and the tourist
industry it supports – is
surely here to stay.

Robert Jeffery is editor in
chief of Work. and People
Management magazines

Paul Simpson is a journalist
and author. His latest book,
The Colour Code, will
be published this autumn
by Profile Books

Debrief p62-71
Wellbeing

The good news: mental health
is getting more investment and
attention from bosses. The bad
news: it isn’t enough.

Leadership

A top-performing CEO affects
more than the financials – they
can also make their business
more ethically robust.

Cybervetting

Why are recruiters checking
out their potential hires on
social media?

L&D

Practitioners need new digital
skillsets to thrive post-pandemic.

Psychology

Why under-pressure businesses
are more likely to turn to
unethical managers.

Inclusion

Lack of self-belief may
explain the dramatic pay gap
for women in science and
technology.

Business planning

Greater investment and
innovation is required for firms
to become truly resilient.

Collaboration

Team-building exercises
only work when they are
approached scientifically.

Motivation

Want to inspire your staff to
lead? Give them leaders who
are realistic role models.

Purpose

Employees who find meaning in
their work are more productive
and innovative than their peers.

Teamwork

Criticism doesn’t have to be the
enemy of effective collaboration.

Performance

Working with a star doesn’t
necessarily make you a winner.

Gender diversity

To bring more women into your
business, start by making your
shortlists longer.

Wellbeing

How a healthier diet (and less
reliance on late-night snacking)
can make you more productive
as well as healthier.
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PERSPECTIVES
MANAGEMENT THINKING DISTILLED

Q&A RITA TREHAN

Hubristic leaders are
a destructive force

How does hubris destroy effective
leadership?
Hubris is antithetical to effective
leadership because it is allconsuming. Hubristic leaders take
excessive confidence from past
successes and increasingly isolate
themselves from others, as well as
perspectives that contradict their
own. They make poor choices and
overreach themselves, and their
isolation only amplifies their lack
of self-awareness. By refusing to
accept competing views, challenge
their own instincts and value the
opinions of others, they guarantee
failure in the long run.
What can be done about it?
The role of a leader is to
represent the people they lead,
not themselves. This means they
06

What’s a better way to lead?
Leaders must be clear about why
they became leaders and what
their role is. They need to be
humble and make themselves
vulnerable to their teams to
encourage honesty from those
around them. Great leaders take
criticism in the way in which it
was intended, not as a threat. And
they are constantly mindful of the
fact that while overconfidence,
drive or single-mindedness are
valued culturally or traditionally
in business, they are poisonous
in the long run, and lead to the
kind of short-termism that is
devastating for any organisation.

How to close the
disability gap
BUSINESS CAN PLAY a
central role in closing the disability
employment gap (currently almost
30 per cent and growing), says
the Centre for Social Justice’s
Disability Commission, which has
just published Now is the Time, its
submission to the prime minister’s
National Strategy for Disabled
People. “Government is actually
behind the curve. Many top firms
already take simple steps like
voluntarily tracking and reporting
their data on disabled employees.
They appreciate that, as with gender
pay, reporting the gap changes
the conversation as well as the
composition of the boardroom, and
a diverse workforce benefits the
bottom line,” Lord Shinkwin, chair
of the commission, tells Work.
“As with LGBT+ equality, creating
policies that support people bringing
their whole selves to work, staff
networks and talent pipelines so that
disabled applicants and employees
enjoy equal opportunity to realise
their potential and rise through the
ranks on merit, all help.
“The attitude towards disabled
people need be no different to how
employers view anyone else,” says
Shinkwin, who quotes research that
shows disabled employees take less
time off and are more loyal. “Firms
need to prioritise taking advantage
of the talent that exists.”
Lord Shinkwin is the Centre for Social Justice’s
Disability Commission chair
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RITA TREHAN, HR and
transformation expert, tackles
the tricky subject of dealing
with overconfidence in a leader,
investigating the destructive impact
of hubris on the workplace in a new
book, Too Proud to Lead, with Ben
Laker and David Cobb.

must be clear about the values
and purpose of their organisation
and check their behaviour against
them constantly. But avoiding
hubris is also about actively
seeking out and valuing the
views of others – and learning
constantly. To want to learn is
to admit that you do not know
everything. If you surround
yourself with people who tell you
the truth, you have a powerful
means of avoiding hubris. And this
encourages self-reflection, which
all leaders should engage in. The
greatest warning signs are not just
the use of past successes to justify
choices made in the present, but
an increasing contempt for other
opinions – especially those that go
against your own. By building a
team in which debate, questioning
and creative conflict is nurtured,
a leader will know if they are
growing hubristic.

Handling the
anxiety pandemic
IN HIS NEW BOOK Anxiety at
Work, workplace expert Adrian
Gostick identifies two common
forms of anxiety at work. The
first, anxiety disorders, are not
tied to specific events or concerns
in the lives of sufferers. “Many
of these people are talented and
hard working, but their ability
to cope seems low and problems
seem overwhelming,” says Gostick.
The second type (that we are now
seeing more frequently) is transient
anxiety. “It is caused by external
factors such as overload, fear or a
prolonged crisis,” he says.
The bad news, according to
Gostick, is that anxiety is leading
people to make more mistakes, and
to reduced productivity, growing
burnout and poor employee health:
“The good news is I found leaders
who are developing strategies to
create more supportive workplaces.
For instance, some told me they
have begun working especially close
with those employees who have a
penchant for perfectionism.”
A first step in reducing tension at
work comes in the form of honestly
acknowledging the frantic paddling
going on under the surface in a team,
he says. The second step, mitigation,
comes from leaders beginning to
offer support for people to work
through their feelings and build
resilience for the challenges to come.
Adrian Gostick’s Anxiety at Work is published
by Harper Business
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Should we require staff
to be in the office?
As western economies cautiously emerge from Covid
lockdown restrictions, businesses will be wondering whether
it’s useful and desirable to ask employees to go back to the
office, and whether they can flourish in a hybrid world. Is it
time to take a stance on the return to work?

EXPERTS’ VIEW
FRANCES O’GRADY

AVI LASAROW

General secretary,
TUC

UK CEO,
Prenetics

We all want the economy to fully reopen as
soon as possible and for people to be able to
see their workmates again. I have really missed
the conversations around the staff kitchen and
being able to chat to colleagues face to face.
But it is essential that the return to workplaces
is done in a phased and responsible way.

There has been a revolution over the last
year in how we all work, as we have together
sought to contain and now recover from Covid.
But even as we celebrate the success of the
vaccination campaign, we must also take in the
implications for long-term working patterns.
Whatever the trajectory in work, testing and
vaccination data is likely to be essential to all
our freedoms.

The success of the vaccine rollout is great.
But it is not an excuse for dropping our guard
on workplace safety. Employers must not
ask staff to return if they haven’t put the
necessary safety measures in place. When
the TUC polled workers at the end of last
year, just 48 per cent said their employer had
conducted a Covid-secure risk assessment
for their workplace. And only 19 per cent said
their employer had consulted them on a risk
assessment. This is despite it being the law
that employers conduct risk assessments
and consult staff in the process.
That is not good enough and needs to change
urgently. If workplaces aren’t Covid secure
coronavirus cases could spiral out of control
again. That would be a terrible outcome,
and one we should aim to avoid at all costs.
It’s vital that companies consult with staff
and their unions on return-to-work policies,
and that firms are open minded about new,
flexible ways of working. It’s never been more
important for employers and unions to work
together to keep staff safe.

Many corporates are voting with their leases.
A leading bank, various ‘magic circle’ law
firms and many other businesses are already
planning strategic cuts in their office space of
40 per cent or more. We may infer they have
decided what suits their cost base, and their
staff, best. In contrast, one global investment
bank at least has stated publicly that working
from home is a ‘disaster’, reflecting the
concerns of many that the loss of mentoring
and team culture, inculcated by experienced
senior staff in person and informally, more than
outweigh the benefits of home working.
So the office lives on, in reduced form maybe
for many, with regular office socials now
having the attraction of genuine value, rather
than something that encroaches on ‘real’
social life. At the heart of all of this will be
regular testing, and the courtesies we have
all learned. Either way, no more will ‘working
from home’ be seen as a poor second to chair
time in an office block.
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Public goods

Is this really a thing?
The latest wave is about sharing knowledge
rather than stuff, like open-source software
such as the Linux operating system. Its
source code – normally a closely guarded
secret in the industry – was openly shared
online so it could be developed for free by
programmers who were also users. And
Elon Musk has given free access to all of
Tesla’s many EV patents in a bid to help
tackle climate change. Sharing your valuable
intellectual property with customers and
rivals alike may seem counterintuitive but
it can supercharge growth, as in the case
of New Zealand eco-shoe firm Allbirds. It
became a billion-dollar brand after creating
a new sustainable shoe and open-sourcing
the patent, and now aims to create a sneaker
with the world’s lowest ever carbon footprint,
in partnership with Adidas.
The bottom line
The pandemic has also given a boost to
the idea that building a strong society is
everyone’s responsibility, not just that of
government, while the ever-increasing
urgency of the climate crisis is another
compelling reason for both public and
private sectors to compete less and
collaborate more. But as the lukewarm
reaction from Europe’s political leaders to
US president Joe Biden’s recent offer to
suspend copyright protection on Covid-19
vaccines shows, there’s a way to go yet
before it becomes the norm. Despite its long
history, the concept of public goods is still a
pretty radical idea.
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Make the most
of abnormality
Avoiding ‘fake flex’
in the workplace
AS WE PLAN FOR THE
FUTURE of work, employers must
avoid measures that give the illusion
of flexible working but actually
create the expectation for employees
to be ‘always on’ and available
at irregular times, argues Jenny
Hill. Otherwise, this false sense of
flexibility – or ‘fake flex’ – means
parents and carers risk missing out
on the benefits that true flexible
working brings. “Research [by
Karian and Box] has highlighted a
danger of employers focusing too
much on where people will work,
rather than how or what they will
be doing,” says Hill.
To avoid fake flex – a term first
made known by campaigner Anna
Whitehouse – it’s important to
remember two key points, says
Hill: “First, choosing where to work
from is a privilege only afforded to
a minority of roles. Second, location
is only part of the flexible working
equation. Genuine flexible working
encompasses working hours,
working patterns, contract type
and type of work… It’s offering this
broader type of flexibility that will
help employers create more inclusive
workplace cultures in the future —
for the many, not just the few.”

WHAT IS NORMAL? asks
Cass Sunstein, author of This is
Not Normal. “Our judgements,
perceptions and even our feelings
are often shaped by the answer to
that question. If we are asked to
work at home in the early stages of a
pandemic, we might wonder how is
that even possible?”
What’s normal often seems
like background noise. “That’s a
problem, to the extent that a terrible
workplace can get into people’s
heads and disable them from
thinking that anything can or even
should be done about it. But it’s also
a terrific opportunity. Human beings
are simultaneously malleable and
resilient... Things can change in a
hurry,” he tells Work.
If the goal is to change what’s
normal in the workplace, Sunstein
provokes us to consider two ideas.
The first is what he terms ‘sludge’,
which consists of administrative
burdens that can eat up your time
(terrifying forms to fill out when
you go on holiday, evaluating
someone, etc): “We need to have
sludge audits – and we need to have
less sludge.”
The second idea is a secret sauce
for well-functioning workplaces
– fun: “If someone is enjoying
themselves at work, their enjoyment
will be contagious... Fun is normal.
Workplaces need a lot more of it.”

Jenny Hill is MD of strategy and propositions
at Karian and Box

Cass Sunstein is a professor at Harvard
Law School

Phil Farnsworth; Rachel Gartner; Donato Sardella/Getty Images

Haven’t I heard that before?
Probably. The idea of something being
a public good – a beneficial commodity
provided free to all at the point of use – dates
back to Roman roads, built for military
use but available to anyone with a journey
to make. But the concept is being given a
modern boost by a shift in business thinking
away from pure competition and towards
sharing, transparency and enlightened selfinterest. In the coming decade, according
to David Mattin of the Strategy and Futures
Research Unit, companies will have to
recognise that a “connected world is an ultratransparent world. In the end transparency
wins.” If Mattin is right, successful
companies will effectively turn themselves
into public goods by sharing their methods,
processes, values and even their patents so
that their customers can join the revolution.
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What is a ‘quantum
organisation’?

GILLIAN TETT
UNDERSTANDING TRIBAL TRIBULATIONS AT WORK

WOULD YOU WANT to work
in a ‘quantum organisation’? You
should, says Clive Hyland, author
of The Quantum Way. “Traditional
organisational models built on
hierarchy and command and control
are no longer fit for purpose… Now
the insights arising both from
neuroscience and quantum theory
clearly demonstrate that there is a
better way,” he says.
Hyland claims his quantum
organisation draws on insights
from modern science to create a
natural environment where people
can thrive both individually and
collectively. “Neuroscience offers
us compelling information about
what makes people happy and
motivated to engage in their work.
We are designed to perform and
seek the acknowledgement of
others. Quantum physics offers an
understanding into human energetic
connection, which is the fuel of
cultural development,” he says.
The overall aim, explains
Hyland, is “to establish a working
environment where people can
express their natural capabilities
through a community that is
committed to the success of the
whole. Future leadership will
understand how to nurture and
harness this energy. Relying on
hierarchical authority alone will
no longer cut it.”

WHY ARE CORPORATE
else shared their notion of what
mergers so hard? Why do different
a ‘meeting’ was for – an unstated
professional teams fight? These
assumption that was entirely
questions have prompted numerous
wrong. The team from Rüsselsheim
management consultants to offer
assumed ‘meetings’ would be short,
many and varied answers over
with a preset agenda, and presumed
the years. But here is a new tactic:
that, since most day-to-day work
borrow some ideas from cultural
was performed outside these
anthropology. Anthropologists
gatherings, the only point was to
are as likely to look at an Amazon
make a concrete decision, organised
warehouse as the Amazon jungle,
by a leader in a hierarchical way.
and their insights can be invaluable
The group from Tennessee also
in understanding how companies
thought most work was done outside
really work.
of meetings but they did not operate
A few decades ago,
in a hierarchical style
“The insights of
General Motors decided
or use preset agendas,
anthropologists
to launch a new model of
assuming meetings
can be
small car, and asked its
were to discuss issues
invaluable”
engineers in Rüsselsheim,
and reach a consensus.
Germany, Springfield,
The Michigan team felt
Tennessee, and Michigan, to pool
meetings should be an informationtheir technical ideas. But after
sharing and consensus-building
hundreds of hours of meetings,
exercise where work did get done.
the three teams found themselves
Briody’s discoveries revealed
locked in bitter combat over design
three crucial insights. First, culture
proposals. The engineers blamed
clashes do not just occur across
the kind of technical disagreements
ethnic and national lines. Second,
that so often occur between groups
if you want to understand culture
of experts, compounded by crossclashes, you need to look beyond the
border and cultural issues. Happily,
issues that people are openly talking
GM employed an anthropologist,
about. Third, it is hard for insiders to
Elizabeth Briody, who soon realised
see what is actually going on. When
these stated disagreements were far
Briody presented her results to the
from the biggest issue.
engineers, it was a revelation. “At
Instead, there was a much more
last I get it!” the senior engineer kept
basic problem: the engineering
saying – and therein lies the power
tribes each assumed that everyone
of anthropology.

Clive Hyland is head of neuroscience at The
Happiness Index

Gillian Tett is editor at large at the Financial Times and author of Anthro-Vision: How Anthropology
Can Explain Business and Life, published by Random House Business
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BEST OF
Fresh thinking from the worldfamous incubator of ideas
BILL GATES
Microsoft co-founder

PATTY MCCORD
Consultant

What the pandemic has taught us about
work, life and balance
“All the muscle around innovation, flexibility
and creativity that we didn’t think we had –
we’ve had it all along,” says McCord. Realising
that we can do the things we thought we could
never do when it comes to the way we work
is super powerful – it’s time to focus on the
results that matter, not the work, and the best
metric is to pay attention to what people are
doing. Get the best work from your people
by letting them figure out themselves what
excellence looks like.

ESTHER PEREL
Psychotherapist

The routines, rituals and boundaries
we need in stressful times
How do you effectively regulate stress?
Perel discusses the importance of creating
routines, rituals and boundaries to deal with
loss, fear and uncertainty – both at home and
at work – and offers some practical tools and
techniques to help you regain your sense of
self. The key is to break down the overarching
feeling of stress into manageable parts that
can be identified and resolved, and then
create delineation between activities and roles
to keep us grounded.
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What does it mean
to belong at work?
BELONGING IS HAVING a
moment in the sun when it comes
to discussions of diversity and
inclusion. As someone who has spent
decades studying the psychological
science of belonging, Aneeta Rattan
believes this is both exciting and
worrying: “Exciting because
there is so much positive potential
from this approach, and worrying
because a shocking number of senior
leaders, and even D&I specialists,
cannot explain in clear terms what
belonging is, or how it relates to
diversity and inclusion. How can
we create what we cannot define?”
Her advice is to tackle it in three
parts. First comes ‘representation’,
which is a demographic summary
on a specific dimension of diversity.
It tells you how many people you
have of a particular identity within
a team, division or leadership, and
can often be the ultimate goal of
organisations’ diversity efforts.
Second is ‘inclusion’, which
describes what a company does
to bring in, retain and promote
people with underrepresented
backgrounds.
Third is ‘belonging’ itself, which
summarises how those inclusion
efforts feel in the subjective

experience of underrepresented
group members. “Belonging is
composed of how much someone
wants to be a member of a place,
how accepted by others they feel,
how good they feel when they are
there, how much they trust people
and procedures, and their desire
to be seen rather than fade into the
background,” she says.
Rattan argues that shifting your
perspective to belonging helps
to improve inclusion practices
because it ensures inclusion efforts
are yielding results. It provides
incremental data along the way to
a five or 10-year plan for diversity
and inclusion strategy, meaning
that issues can be addressed before
goals are derailed. It also creates
safe spaces for underrepresented
experiences to be heard.
“When organisations connect
representation, inclusion and
belonging, they can create a positive
cycle of real momentum toward the
progress and change so desperately
needed in the business world.”
Aneeta Rattan is an associate professor at
London Business School, and academic
co-director of its LGBTQ+ Executive
Leadership Programme

Sheila Burnett; TED; Andrew Parsons/i-Images

The innovations we need to avoid
a climate disaster
The single most important thing for avoiding
a climate disaster is cutting carbon pollution
from the current 51 billion tons per year to
zero, says Gates. Introducing the concept of
the ‘green premium’ – the higher price of zeroemission products like electric cars, artificial
meat or sustainable aviation fuel – Gates
identifies the breakthroughs and investments
we need to reduce the cost of clean tech,
decarbonise the economy and create a
pathway to a clean and prosperous future for
all. Let’s take away this “one super-negative
thing” that, if left unchecked, will make the
pandemic look like nothing, he warns.

PERSPECTIVES

LEENA NAIR
IT’S TIME TO STEP INTO AN ERA OF FLEXIBLE AND SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
OVER THE PAST YEAR, the
world has been rapidly changing,
adapting at unprecedented speed to
the restrictions and changes brought
on by the pandemic. Businesses have
transformed to create flexibility at
scale and, as the UK begins to open
up again, we have an unmissable
opportunity to reinvent the way
we work for the future, which puts
sustainability at its core, and benefits
both employees and business.
But this does not mean going
back to where we were before.
The 40-hour weeks for 40 years
with one employer, to then retire
with 40 per cent of what you
make – the 40/40/40 principle – is
outdated. We are facing a moment
for reinvention; the old model is
no longer fit for purpose, and we
have an opportunity to reinvent
employment models, to move
beyond ‘flexible working’ to truly
fluid ways of working that provide
security for employees and ensure
the success of business.
The key words business leaders
need to keep in mind when working
on employment models for the
future are flexibility, security,
resilience and sustainability. At
Unilever, the pandemic meant we
refocused on these four, and fast.
The past year has accelerated the
future, bringing it to the here and
now. Organisations must be agile
and resilient, and use the evolving

digitisation of the workplace to
create sustainable working cultures.
At Unilever, we are pioneering new
employment models to support
this move. We have created a
programme called U-Work to help
realise this ambition. U-Work is a
new flexible employment model
designed to enable employees to
work on specific assignments, rather
than having a fixed role.
With U-Work, employees have the
security they need to deliver their
best work – they earn a monthly
“We have an unmissable
opportunity to reinvent the way
we work for the future, which puts
sustainability at its core and
benefits employees and business”
retainer and assignment pay and
receive a benefits package, while
also having the flexibility to follow
passions outside of work such as
studying, travelling, spending time
with family or reducing their hours
while planning for retirement. In
return, Unilever has access to a
talented and flexible pool of people
who feel purposeful in their roles
and believe in our mission.
We are also focusing on ensuring
our workforce has the right skills
for the future of work. The World
Economic Forum’s 2020 Future of
Jobs report shows that 40 per cent
of core skills will change in the next

five years, and 50 per cent of all
employees will need reskilling to
support business growth. This will
impact all industries.
Our approach to the way we
work cannot be short term – we
need to look within our workforce
and ensure we are preparing our
people for the future. At Unilever,
we are committed to equipping all
our people with the skills they need
to be ready for the future of work.
Our ambition is to ensure all our
employees are reskilled or upskilled
to have a future-fit skillset by 2025.
Whether through upskilling,
reskilling or pioneering new
employment models to suit
individual needs, ensuring people
have the best possible opportunity
to deliver growth makes long-term
sense for both employees and
business. McKinsey found that,
for UK employers, reskilling their
workforce would yield positive
economic returns in roughly threequarters of cases – an opportunity
not to be missed.
For business leaders, the next few
months are more crucial than ever
in ensuring we devise workplaces
and employment models fit for
the future. This is our opportunity
to reinvent work. The pandemic
has been a catalyst for so much
change – we need to ensure it is
a catalyst for flexible, secure and
sustainable business.

Leena Nair is chief human resources officer at Unilever
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Cherie Pridham
Cycling’s first top-level female sports
director on diplomacy, the Tour de
France and breaking the glass ceiling

On becoming a sports director…
My racing career ended in 2006
after a hit-and-run accident. My
partner was the National Junior
road cycling coach, and I learned
a lot of the intricacies of the job
by sitting in the car with him
at races, so I just fell into the
position really. My racing sponsor
asked me to set up a junior men’s
team and that grew from under23 to elite professional and I
ended up owning my own team.
At that level you are in charge of
everything: the race programme,
logistics, training camp planning,
equipment negotiations. At the
World Tour level where I am now
12

we have 300 races a year and
there are 10 sports directors, so
it’s very different. We each work
one to one with two to three
riders, keeping on top of their
training and morale.
On race days…
Race day is a completely different
side to the job. If you are in
the race [support] car, you are
driving under pressure in racing
conditions. You’ve got riders
around you, you’ve got crashes,
you’ve got punctures and
breakdowns, and you are trying
to help your team win the race.
You are communicating with the
road captain by radio and guiding
them through the strategy,
reminding them that a climb
is coming up, telling them how
hard it is, talking them in detail
through the final five kilometres.
On high-performing teams…
A team consists of different types
of riders – there are sprinters,
climbers, time triallers, ones
whose aim is to win a multistage race outright – and they
all approach training and racing
differently. There are also many
types of personalities. Some
are outgoing and eager to show
they are alphas, but others are
withdrawn and driven. Some
like to be talked to on the radio
a lot, others don’t. A sports
director has to understand all
of this. It’s about finding a happy

medium that works for everyone.
One of my strengths is that I
am very diplomatic. Also, I like
to be well prepared so that I
have no surprises or awkward
questions sprung on me. I do
my homework.
On breaking the glass ceiling…
I had no idea there was going
to be such global interest in me
getting this job. I have received
so many messages from women
and young girls across the world
saying thank you for inspiring
them, and for opening doors,
and I soon realised that I have
to split the sporting side from the
element of being the first female
World Tour sports director. But
if I reflect, for the past 10 or 15
years I have always been the only
woman in this sort of position so
it’s nothing new to me, really. I’m
just doing what I’ve always done.
On her ultimate goal…
My dream was to have a rider on
the podium this year, although
I never envisaged that would
happen the way it did, in my first
ever World Tour race. But I’m
keeping my feet on the ground.
I’m still learning about the flow of
the World Tour, the different kind
of pressure. My big ambition is
the same as every sports director:
to work at the Tour de France.
You’ve just got to keep pushing
and keep doing the right things
and never lose hope.

Interview: Jeremy Hazlehurst Portrait: Noa Arnon

On becoming a pro cyclist…
I started riding a BMX, mainly
chasing the lads down the street
in Cape Town where I lived, and
we used to pretend to do races.
Soon Santa brought me my first
bike, a pink Raleigh. My first
race was the Cape Town Cycle
Tour, which is the biggest timed
event in the world; I was 11 and
won the 11-13 age group. I was
hooked and hell-bent on turning
professional, which for me meant
wearing a GB jersey. So as soon
as I was old enough I flew back
to the UK – I was in the GB team
almost within a year and my
career took off from there. The
highlight? Nothing compares
to the feeling of finishing the
women’s Tour de France, riding
down the Champs-Élysées.

Cherie Pridham

Following a successful
pro cycle racing career
that was curtailed
after a serious road
accident, Pridham
moved into coaching and
running cycling teams.
In December 2020 she
became a sports director
at Israel Start-Up Nation,
the team Chris Froome
rides for. She is the first
woman to hold that role
on a men’s team on the
World Tour, the highest
level of professional
cycling. In her first race,
she guided her team to
a win and hopes to do
well in this year’s Tour de
France, the epic threeweek, 3,470km race that
starts in June.
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“
You can flourish even
during tough times
”
HR should be thinking every day about ensuring people
can achieve their potential. Professor Angela Hobbs tells
Matthew Gwyther why a sense of worth is so important

Portrait

T

he first thing you need to know about
Angela Hobbs, professor of the public
understanding of philosophy at the
University of Sheffield, is that she isn’t
very Hobbesian. The founder of modern
political philosophy, Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) was a
bit of an old misery guts, famous for declaring that “the
life of man [is] solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short”.
Hobbs on the other hand is charming, sociable, kindly
and erudite, not to mention popular with students
both current and former, one of whom said: “She had
an energy and passion for ancient philosophy that was
impossibly infectious. Everything was retold with
warmth, humour and relevance… Everything a great
teacher should be.”
14

Colin Stout

Hobbs is probably Cambridge’s second most famous
female classics product after Professor Mary Beard. She
did her undergraduate degree and PhD at Cambridge
before moving to Warwick and then Sheffield in 2012.
It’s interesting to consider how different academic
disciplines have influenced business over the years,
and their impact on the world of work and the subject
of management and leadership. If you think about the
usual suspects, economics focuses on productivity, and
psychology is interested in motivation and behaviour
(you could argue there’s far too much reductive, cod
psychology influencing organisational behaviour).
Philosophy’s relevance to business and the bottom
line may seem less obvious, but in some ways it is even
more fundamental. Philosophy has a go at tackling the 


39

parts of life that involve judgement, morality and ethics. stein’s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus or Kant’s slightly
It tries to answer really tough and highly nuanced ques- more approachable Critique of Pure Reason will attest.
tions such as ‘what is good?’ and ‘what is the right thing
Billionaire Silicon Valley investor and Netscape
to do?’ These matter to businesses as much as they do to creator Marc Andreessen (net worth $1.7bn) sniffily
any other group human endeavour; as the peerless Peter remarked that a degree in philosophy is a sure path “to
Drucker famously said: “Management is doing things work in a shoe store”. Well, Carl Icahn, George Soros,
right; leadership is doing the right things.”
Peter Thiel, Reid Hoffman and even Ricky Gervais might
To help us, the public, in our understanding of refute that. All studied philosophy. Indeed they might
philosophy – and goodness knows after the events of the engage Andreessen in some muscular intellectual comlast 15 months a bit of serious contemplation would not bat by quoting Aristotle: “It may be argued that peoples
go amiss – Hobbs gets about a bit. She’s appeared at the for whom philosophers legislate are always prosperous.”
World Economic Forum, in the Palace of Westminster
No surprise then that Hobbs has thought a lot about
and on Desert Island Discs, and has made a record- the nature of work and what it should (or could) mean.
breaking 23 appearances on BBC Radio 4’s chat show for “How do you define work?” she asks rhetorically. “As
intellectuals, In Our Time, with the increasingly irascible something that requires physical or mental effort. I
Melvyn Bragg. “He knows me so well now – he’s much think there must be some sense of obligation about it.
harder on me than other guests,” she says.
The notion of effort. Whether it’s paid or unpaid. Then
Her specialist subject is Plato, the ancient Greek stu- you can ask about the value in it. It can give self-worth
dent of Socrates who is widely regarded as the father of and make you feel valued.
western philosophy. However, while her 55,000-word
“There’s no doubt that for many it provides structure,
academic treatise Plato and the Hero might be a bit meaning and purpose to their lives. But then one can ask:
weighty for the beginner, she is nothing if not versatile. is that a ‘flourishing’ life? Individually and as a commuTry her Ladybird Expert book (yes, really – it’s a best- nity. How does money fit in? What do you want money
seller) on the Athenian sandal
for? How much money do you
wearer, which scores 4.8 out of 5
want? How much do you need?”
on Amazon. One reviewer states:
Talking to her reminds one of
“How do you define work? As
“Ms Hobbs’ exploration of Plato’s
Studs Terkel’s observation in his
masterpiece is beyond excellent.
seminal 1974 book, Working, that
something that requires physical
Why cannot all philosophers
work is “about a search for daily
or mental effort. There must be
write in plain English like this
meaning as well as daily bread,
some sense of obligation about it” for recognition as well as cash,
author so that the rest of us can
understand why the writings of
for astonishment rather than
the great thinkers of the past are
torpor; in short for a sort of life
still important?”
rather than a Monday through Friday sort of dying”.
Her job is to help us think properly about things
Hobbs is keen that we think especially about those
that matter – whether it be individually or as corporate in often low-paid but vital work whose worth has been
citizens. Some may scoff at the prospect of business highlighted by epidemic – key workers who are, indeed,
leaders diverting themselves with such issues when key to our lives. And she strongly believes “much more
they should be focusing on shareholder value. Surely could be taught in schools about money and work”.
a bit of mindfulness training or cognitive behavioural
Although obviously a smart child, Hobbs didn’t
therapy would suffice to cover Aristotle’s dictum that always shine at school. A Sussex kid of comfortably-off
“the unexamined life is not worth living”? Increasingly, parents, she refused to take needlework classes at her
the answer is no. At the heart of the great ESG debate minor girls’ public school, despite being warned that
that is such a hot boardroom topic at present lies the “you’ll never find a suitable husband if you can’t sew and
place of moral and ethical values in business life. cook”. Her retort was that she’d find a husband capable
Consider the now almost neurotic concern about of sewing (she has yet to get married). Indeed, she was
‘purpose’ among corporations: how can you possibly expelled from her secondary school after a post O-level
arrive at a meaningful ‘purpose’ without thinking about party got slightly out of control. Back on the rails at a
your moral place in the world? Hobbs and her Socratic grammar school in Horsham she got her head down and
wisdom can help carry on the search for answers where seriously worked on her Latin.
other disciplines leave off.
“I was a free spirit and quite solitary. My older
Philosophy is considered an ivory tower subject, the brother was away and although the house was boisterous
least vocational of studies and most removed from the I entertained myself.” Hobbs had an older sister who was
gritty, ground-level reality of commerce. It’s not sup- profoundly mentally and physically affected by cerebral
posed to be the public that understands philosophy, it’s palsy. She died in 1973 when Hobbs was 11. “I knew she
the eggheads. The discipline is the ultimate high-brow was dying and made sure I was out of the house when it
pursuit – as anyone who has attempted reading Wittgen- happened. Nobody really said anything to me about her
16
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passing, or asked me how I was. But I believe, without my The Stoics were practical, offering tips on, for example,
realising for quite some time, it had a profound effect on getting a good night’s sleep and how to stay patient while
my outlook – that life was fleeting and fragile. After her queueing at a grocery store, which resonate today.
death I was a complete pain for a while but didn’t really
Hobbs would also put a session on Immanuel Kant
know why. Thinking back I already had an odd attitude right at the top of any talent management refresher. The
and recall quite clearly aged seven or eight asking myself: Prussian encouraged us all to “act as to treat humanity,
‘What have you achieved with your life? Nothing!’ That whether in thine own person or in that of any other, in
is not normal.”
every case as an end in itself, never as a means only”.
The author knew Hobbs slightly at university as a
So finally, in the pursuit of the well-lived life, what
twister of energy, always dancing at parties with a smile are Hobbs’s favourite virtues, and the vices of which she
that fixed you. She defies the dusty intellectual ste- most disapproves? “Kindness and courage tie for me,
reotype of philosophers as exclusively cerebral beings but if I have to choose – kindness. And on the other side
– in her own words she was “a good-time party girl who cruelty and dishonesty come very close – but cruelty, if I
could get back drunk at 1am and put in a good couple of have to choose.”
hours on an essay. I was the ultimate closet worker.” She
She abhors dishonesty in politicians. Although our
lives by the maxim: ‘Don’t waste time. Smell the roses. current prime minister may have studied classics at
We can only live in the moment.’
Oxford and have a bust of Pericles in his office, her midHobbs also believes that philosophy offers valuable term report on him – classicist to classicist, as it were
insights into personal fulfilment even when the going – is not promising: “Plato approves of truth and rational
gets tough through the distinction between being happy argument. He disapproves of cronyism and oligarchs.
and flourishing. “I’m by nature a happy person but my Brexit and its argument for more control would have
life hasn’t been easy by any means. In my early 40s as a fascinated him – he’d be looking for evidence of that
single mother [her daughter is now 22 and studying for increased control over the next few years.”
a PhD] things were poor, lonely
So what might Plato – no
and tough. Raising a child alone
stranger as he was to plagues and
isn’t easy. But philosophy can
pestilence – have made of the
“I recall quite clearly aged seven
help with this. The concept of
last 18 months? “He would want
flourishing is important – and it’s
to hear from experts who have
or eight asking myself: ‘What
not the same as happiness.”
have you achieved with your life? facts, truth and truthfulness to
The word ‘flourish’ comes
offer,” says Hobbs. “He would
Nothing!’ That is not normal”
from the Latin flos for flower –
have disapproved of the mendait’s about achieving potential,
cious nature of some politicians.
something that employers should
He would, of course, have been
value highly, she says. “You can flourish even during less interested in personal freedoms than the welfare of
the tough time of pandemic. When life can be awful,” the community as a whole.
she says. “It’s about making the most of your potential
“But I think the pandemic has given many the chance
– whether it be intellectual, emotional or imaginative – to step back, to contemplate. All sorts of fragilities have
every day. It’s about feeling worthwhile. It’s absolutely been revealed by what has happened. I think we maybe
something that people in HR should be thinking about grew complacent about turbulence, risk, uncertainty.
all the time, especially as reputation is now so closely With the advance of technology over the last few dectied to resilience and the welfare of employees.”
ades we’ve been lulled into a false sense of security. We
In the realm of wellbeing, both personal and collec- thought we could control the world. That delusion has
tive, flourishing is about being at the peak of form. Those been harshly exposed. Our freedoms to associate have
who flourish have a strong sense of meaning, mastery and been constrained in almost unthinkable ways.
mattering to others. If you don’t flourish you languish.
“When Lord Sumption complains that the removal of
The polar opposite of flourishing is depression (which is freedoms is equivalent to the government treating him
definitely not the same as unhappiness, in either clinical like a child who cannot understand risk, I’d suggest that
psychiatry or ancient philosophy) or ill-being. Those who it’s not like him being forbidden from climbing Everest. I
are in this state feel despondent, drained and worthless. cannot take risk on the part of others. Look at what hapIf you flourish you are on the way to the ancient Greek pened in our care homes. Nobody appeared to have any
concept of eudaimonia: ‘The good composed of all goods; idea of risk. What the last year has shown is that we must
an ability that suffices for living well; perfection in respect think very carefully about others.”
of virtue; resources sufficient for a living creature.’
Surely a sentiment that resonates with business leadStoicism is another philosophical discipline that can be ers in this era of remote working and Zoom fatigue, even
instructive when times are hard. Hobbs did a recent show if they don’t see themselves as students of philosophy.
with Bragg on Marcus Aurelius, who managed the douFor further reading, see page 72
ble whammy of being both an emperor and a philosopher.
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MA

China’s best-known tycoon, Jack Ma, has gone
from rock star to recluse. His shifting fortunes
tell us much about the country’s complex
love-hate relationship with capitalism
Words

Andrew Saunders
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T

hey say talk is cheap, but try telling that to
The content of that fateful November speech does
Jack Ma. Once China’s richest man with a
suggest that Ma’s words might indeed have cost him dear.
fortune estimated at more than $60bn, the
Having first bigged up the soon-to-be-cancelled flotation
former English teacher turned billionaire
of Ant – set to be the biggest ever IPO and described
poster boy for the Chinese tech revolution
by Morgan Stanley in a client letter as “a truly historic
is the founder of e-commerce megabusiness Alibaba, the
and landmark transaction” – Ma then moved on to give
only global business celebrity to come out of the world’s
his assessment of the state of China’s banking system,
largest communist country and a folk hero to millions of
delivered in his trademark straight-talking style. The
compatriots and aspiring entrepreneurs to boot.
banks were old fashioned, stifled innovation and growth,
And yet shortly after making a speech in Shanghai
and were dominated, he said, by “a pawnshop mentality”
to China’s leading financiers and regulators ahead of the
that needed to learn from tech companies like Alibaba
planned $37bn IPO of Alibaba subsidiary Ant Financial in
how to be fit for the needs of 21st century business.
November 2020, the globetrotting Ma – a man who lived
A tech entrepreneur calling out banks for being
in the spotlight and rarely missed a chance to glad hand
old fashioned may not seem terribly controversial by
dignitaries from Xi Jinping to Donald Trump – simply
western standards. But in a China where the government
disappeared from public view. Initially, no one even
values control and domestic stability above all, and is
seemed to realise he had gone; the only signs of anything
increasingly worried about the risks of private sector debt
amiss being the puzzling anomaly that his private jet
and global economic headwinds, he picked a bad time to
abruptly stopped flying anywhere, and that he failed to
insult its grey-suited bankers and call for a loosening of
turn up for the filming of his own Dragons’ Den-style
credit rather than taking a more prudent line.
reality TV show, Africa’s Business Heroes, which he was
Did Ma simply misread his audience? It’s possible
due to judge. It was almost as if Mark Zuckerberg or Elon
– the mood music around the private sector, and
Musk had suddenly gone AWOL, but without anyone
high-profile entrepreneurs in particular, has changed
raising so much as an eyebrow.
markedly since Xi Jinping took over as president in 2013.
The
hotly
anticipated
He has made it increasingly clear
Ant IPO – which would have
that private business must work
secured the group’s dominance
harder to serve the interests of the
“The president doesn’t care
of the payments market in
state. As one senior government
China and netted several billion
official told The Wall Street Journal,
whether you are a billionaire –
dollars for Ma personally – was
the president doesn’t care whether
what he cares about is what you
abruptly cancelled by the Chiyou are a billionaire, what he cares
do after you make your billions”
nese authorities 10 days after
about is what you do after you have
his speech. Alibaba’s shares fell
made your billions. So rather like
by 9 per cent, lopping almost
a communist version of the old
$76bn off its valuation – twice as much as it had hoped to
Hollywood star system, no individual succeeds without
raise in the Ant float – and an antitrust investigation into
the support of the party, and the unspoken rule is that
Alibaba was announced.
once you have made it to the top it is most unwise to forget
As the weeks passed and Ma remained preternaturally
who put you there.
silent, speculation began to grow. Headlines in the western
And even then, larger-than-life characters like Ma
media, always attuned to the news value of a potential
– he has been known to dress up like Michael Jackson,
falling star, began to ask: where is Jack? What has happened
and has starred in a kung fu movie – are tolerated rather
to him, and why? Had he overstepped the mark and been
than embraced, valued only as long as they fulfil a useful
‘disappeared’ by the Chinese government?
role. Creating thousands of jobs and helping grow
When he did finally turn up in January, the manner
China’s domestic economy by enabling the burgeoning
of his doing so raised more questions than answers. Ma
middle classes to become active consumers is one thing.
appeared on video, wearing a drab grey t-shirt and talking
Embarking on a personal crusade to reform the banking
quietly to a handful of schoolchildren and their bemused
system and provide easy access to credit just when the
teachers in rural Tonglu about his charity work. There
official economic line is hardening is quite another.
were none of his famous aphorisms or catchy soundbites,
Then there is the age-old question of the balance of
no one was expecting his visit, requests for selfies were
power. President Xi’s moves to concentrate control in
discreetly turned down, and no hint of where he had been
his own hands and to remove term limits so he can serve
or what he had been up to for the past three months was
for life have led to him being described as a latter day
given. It was more akin to a proof of life video, as sent
emperor. And emperors tend not to let any single subject
by kidnappers to their victims’ families, than the kind
become too much of a threat. Other big-name business
of high-octane PA usually associated with the man who
people and even celebrities have suffered similar fates
single-handedly put China on the global tech map.
in recent years. Some have ended up in jail (see page 23). 
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From launching Alibaba’s first IPO in Hong Kong in 2007 to being handed a Forbes Lifetime Achievement Award, Jack Ma has become the one
Chinese business leader with a personal profile to rival that of his brands

Alibaba’s commercial reach extended to becoming a partner of football’s governing body Fifa, alongside well-established global brands
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Singles Day, China’s annual online shopping bonanza, is Alibaba’s biggest earner – it took $74bn at the 2020 event
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VANISHING POINT
Other big Chinese names who
have disappeared
2015
Guo Guangchang, ‘The Chinese Warren
Buffett’, founder and chairman of giant
finance conglomerate Fosun. His
company lost contact with him one
Thursday afternoon in December 2015
and Fosun’s shares were briefly
suspended as a result. He reappeared
shortly afterwards but never gave a full
explanation for his absence. It later
emerged that he had been detained by
the police in the course of a corruption
investigation.
2017
Billionaire financier Xiao Jianhua, boss
of Tomorrow Group, disappeared from
his room in the Four Seasons Hotel in
Hong Kong. Security cameras allegedly
caught the able-bodied Xiao being
pushed out of the lobby in a wheelchair,
his head covered by a blanket,
accompanied by half a dozen men and a
large, wheeled suitcase. His assets
were later seized by the government
and he has not been seen in public
since. He is rumoured to be in police
custody somewhere in mainland China.
2018
China’s highest-paid celebrity for four
years running, actress Fan Bingbing
disappeared for three months in 2018.
It only later transpired that the star of
X-Men: Days of Future Past and 2017
Academy Awards judge was being
investigated by the tax authorities.
She finally reappeared on social media,
apologising for tax evasion and
thanking the government for
detaining her, saying it had helped
her calm down.
2020
Ren Zhiqiang, chairman of property
group Huayuan. A persistent critic of the
government, his Weibo blog had 37
million followers and he was nicknamed
‘Big Cannon Ren’ for his outspoken
views. He disappeared in March 2020
after writing an essay criticising Xi
Jinping’s handling of Covid and calling
the president a ‘clown’. In September,
Ren was jailed for 18 years for corruption.

As one Chinese commentator put it recently: “Jack Ma
amassed far too much power in China. That is understood
by everybody.”
Whatever the truth, Ma’s personal fall from grace is
undeniable, as is the message it sends to others – that no
one, however successful, is above the state. As Richard
McGregor, Financial Times journalist and author of The
Party, told the BBC in May: “It has implications for all
Chinese entrepreneurs – you better make sure that you are
working for the state, and not the other way round, or else.”
The message seems to have been received, loud and
clear. Pony Ma (no relation), head of giant conglomerate
Tencent, recently proposed that tech businesses like his
should be more tightly regulated, and JD.com – Alibaba’s
arch rival in e-commerce – has voluntarily pulled the
planned IPO of its own finance business. Even Alibaba’s
management seems eager to move on. Joe Tsai, executive
vice chairman and one of Jack Ma’s oldest colleagues, has
said: “From a regulatory standpoint... in our case we have
experienced the scrutiny and we are happy to get the
matter behind us.” Better to bend in the wind than risk
being uprooted by the storm.
But that Shanghai speech, however ill-advised it now
looks, was the match that lit the fuse rather than the
powder keg itself. The reality is that Ma has always had an
uneasy relationship with the government. When a statebacked business set up a rival to his first real company
– a kind of 1990s online Chinese Yellow Pages – Ma soon
realised he had little choice but to sell up to this unwelcome
newcomer. It was a formative experience; asked about
official interference on US TV in 2014, he famously said:
“I’ve never gotten one cent from the government; I’m very
independent. I say to my team – never do business with the
government. Love them, don’t marry them.” Although he
is a member of the Chinese Communist party, he never
joined the for-show parliament, the National People’s
Congress, or its consultative body.
In return, so the rumours have it, officials at the very
highest level of the CCP have never quite trusted Ma, even
as they watched him spreading the word that China was
a tech force to be reckoned with right around the globe.
When he resigned as chairman of Alibaba – he stepped
down in 2019 but remained a shareholder and figurehead
– it was suggested he had been ‘encouraged’ to do so by
the authorities. Ma denied the suggestion.
Ma’s backstory is a classic of the rags to riches genre,
possessing all the narrative swoop of a hit Netflix drama,
with elements of Greek tragedy thrown in for good
measure. When he founded Alibaba from his modest flat
in Hangzhou in 1999, ‘Crazy Jack’ was a self-described
failure – a short, slightly built 35-year-old former English
teacher who couldn’t even get a job serving in his local
KFC. He had no silver spoon in his mouth and wasn’t
even much of a geek – he has admitted to being scared
of computers at first, but when he visited the US and was §
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persuaded to try an early search engine, he was struck by
the lack of Chinese content online and quickly spotted
an opportunity.
He learned English the hard way, working as
a guide for American tourists, and claims to have
applied to Harvard Business School 10 times, always
being rejected. He demanded total commitment from
Alibaba’s 18 co-founders, all of whom had to live within
15 minutes of his flat as they could be required there at
any hour of the day or night. The ‘996’ working pattern
he championed as Alibaba grew – 9am to 9pm, six days
a week – later became a kind of national standard,
although it is now, like most things with his personal
brand on them, officially out of favour.
He was also charismatic and had chutzpah to spare –
he marketed that early directory business using made-up
quotes from Bill Gates to sound more impressive. “If
Jack Ma says the internet will change every aspect
of human beings’ lives, who will believe it?” he told
biographer Duncan Clark in Alibaba: The House That
Jack Ma Built. “But I believed that Bill Gates definitely
would say it, one day.”
Alibaba’s genesis coincided with the heyday of China’s
great economic reforms, started by Deng Xiaoping in the
1980s and continued by Jiang Zemin in the following
decade. These amounted to a kind of third way in
which the power of capitalism to bring prosperity to
the masses would be cautiously harnessed to meet the
requirements of a great socialist state. Socialism with
Chinese characteristics was the mantra, and both Ma and
Alibaba fitted the bill perfectly. Here was an everyman
with popular appeal whose online marketplace enabled
billions of Chinese people to spend, spend, spend on
everything from clothes and tech to bus tickets and
bicycles, in a country where bricks and mortar retail
barely existed outside major cities.
But he wasn’t above biting the hand that feeds.
Having sold most of his stake in Alibaba to SoftBank
and Yahoo!, in 2011 he unilaterally took back control of
the fast-growing Alipay subsidiary that handled online
transactions for the group, leaving his major shareholders
open-mouthed according to reports at the time. It was a
deftly performed manoeuvre, but one that drew criticism
from many Chinese entrepreneurs who felt he had
damaged their chances of cashing out through foreign
investors. As Clark said in April: “Jack is always playing
three-dimensional chess… it can end up irritating people.”
If Alibaba had only stuck to its knitting as a marketplace
for consumers and businesses, it’s possible Ma would
still be riding high. But although e-commerce is still
important to the group – in 2020, it had 50 per cent of the
domestic market (Amazon has a mere 40 per cent in the
US) and hundreds of millions of customers in more than
200 countries internationally – the move into payments,
insurance and loans proved both more lucrative and ¤
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THE WISDOM OF CHAIRMAN JACK –
IN HIS OWN WORDS
Success includes many
miserable experiences

Chinese businesses must pay great
attention to team spirit. Cast yourself
as the singular hero above everyone else
and suffer the consequences

It’s a funny thing – I’m running one of
the biggest e-commerce companies in
the world, but I know nothing about
computers. All I know is how to send and
receive email, and browse

Competition is fun. Business is not like
a battlefield, where you die and I win. In
business, even if you die, I may not win

E-commerce in the US is a dessert – it’s
complementary to the main business. But
in China it is the main course

Trade is freedom. Trade is a human
right. Trade should not be used as a tool
against other nations

What I like about Hollywood movies is
the heroes. In Chinese movies, we also
have heroes, but the heroes all die. In
Hollywood movies, the heroes survive

Hire the person best suited to the job,
not the most talented. There’s no point
putting in a Boeing jet engine when you
need to run a tractor

STR/AFP/Getty Images; VCG/VCG/Getty Images

Jack Ma’s ‘rock star’ image, complete with high-profile personal appearances, may have drawn the ire of the Communist party elite

Actor Fan Bingbing disappeared for three months in 2018 following an investigation by the tax authorities
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China’s politburo – effectively the executive committee of the Communist party – is a deliberately staid contrast to Ma’s studied flamboyance
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perhaps more dangerous. In the same year Ant Financial
(and the Alipay payments app in particular) had no fewer
than 700 million domestic users and handled 75 per cent of
the country’s online transactions – almost $76bn in total,
making it five times bigger than PayPal, the best the west
can offer in competition. It also used its treasure trove
of financial data to build a growing business providing
credit and insurance to individuals and SMEs that they
could not get from the established banking system. Ma has
consistently declined invitations to share this data with the
country’s government-owned banking system.
Those figures alone were more than excuse enough
for the far-reaching anti-trust moves announced by
regulators earlier this year, which resulted in record
fines of $2.75bn being imposed on Ant in April. More
significantly still, the group was forced to restructure,
and cut ‘improper’ links between Alipay and its consumer
loans division. There may well be more of this to come.
But behind the public concerns about monopolies and
systemic risk in the financial system lies another potential
agenda for cutting both Ma and his empire down to size.
Because, just as in the west, China is grappling with the
challenge of how to rein in the influence of overly dominant
tech businesses while also enjoying the benefits they bring.
Since at least 2014 the People’s Bank of China has
been working on an official digital currency. Trials of
this digital yuan are already underway, and the country
is hotly tipped to be the first major economy to fully
digitise its money, replacing cash entirely with a virtual
system based on blockchain technology. In theory, digital
money would be much cheaper, as there is no need to
manufacture notes and coins or requirement for physical
infrastructure to distribute them. No small consideration
in a vast nation of nearly 1.4 billon people covering 9.6
million km2. Seconded to the programme and under
tighter official control, a business like Ant – with its ready
access to hundreds of millions of customers and slick
payment technology – could be a great national asset.
But it’s a fine line to tread. China has been borne aloft to
become the world’s second largest economy by the flow of
energy and ingenuity from private sector companies. Clip
their wings too hard and there is a risk they might become
flightless dodos instead. As Eswar Prasad, professor of
Economics at Cornell University, told the BBC recently:
“China wants to have it all – it wants a dynamic innovative
private sector but it wants that private sector to not
contravene any of the guard rails the government has put
up. It does create some inherent difficulties.”
How its leaders manage to square that circle remains
to be seen. But if the cost of doing so is that a few more
Jack Mas end up having to be brought down to earth with
a bump, that will be seen as a price well worth paying.
After all, as the old Chinese saying goes, you have to kill
the chicken to scare the monkey.

For further reading, see page 72
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IT’S LIKE YOU’VE
NEVER BEEN AWAY
While Europe ponders a post-Covid return to the office, huge swathes of the globe have been
back at their place of work for months – if they ever left it. As Jeremy Hazlehurst discovers, their
experiences offer a revealing glimpse into how employee psychology has shifted in the pandemic
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B

oris Johnson spoke for glad-handing
– it was the first large nation to administer both doses of
extroverts everywhere when he complained
vaccine to more than 50 per cent of the population. Workers
in March that it was high time workers
in Israel began to return to their offices in April but, even in
returned to their workplaces: “People have
a nation renowned for self-reliance and a go-ahead business
had quite a few days off, and it wouldn’t be a
culture, caution has been the watchword. The gradual
bad thing for people to see their way round to making a
return was governed by the official ‘purple badge’ scheme, a
passing stab at getting back into the office.” The UK prime
self-regulated system that required businesses to adhere to
minister was not thanked for his words, either by those
a relatively comprehensive set of standards aimed at both
office workers who believed they had been putting in a
assurance and reassurance. These included appointing
more than admirable shift from home, or by those who do
someone to be responsible for coronavirus awareness,
not see a return to ‘normal’ as a noble pursuit. He did,
adhering to hygiene rules, banning gatherings in coffee
however, reflect a fresh reality for office-bound employees
areas and kitchens, maintaining a two-metre distance,
across much of western Europe: having the conversation
checking body temperature on entry, and arranging
about when, how and if the return to work takes place is
shared transportation for all employees on the same shift,
increasingly non-negotiable.
if possible. In May, the government announced that
The big challenge for leaders is what happens next.
its vaccination programme had been successful at
While amateur workplace psychologists have more than
controlling Covid, and that it was dropping previous
had their say on why the daily commute is a thing of the
restrictions on gatherings, including the rule that no more
past, they have conveniently ignored a large and
than 30 per cent of a workforce could be in a workplace at
compelling body of evidence: the many parts of the world
the same time, and that meetings were capped at eight
where the past 18 months’ pattern of lockdowns and
people. The rule that people could only enter public places if
shuttered workplaces has been radically different or
vaccinated was also removed.
significantly truncated. So what can we expect: a return to
Jodi Yanovich, VP of HR at 60-strong Tel Aviv-based
‘normal’ or a big reset? Are some cultures and societies
tech firm GeoEdge, says that in her industry many people
better able to manage the change than others? And what
were happy to work from home, such as developers and
lessons can leaders learn from
coders, but that customer-facing
those countries where employees
teams tend to prefer to be in the
have already started to trickle
office and enjoy being around
“Some companies want their
back to their cubicles, deskfarms
people. It has been very important
and skyscrapers?
to “be sensitive to people’s needs”
culture back… but we took a
The evidence from Wuhan, the
breath and waited for those who and understand that coming back
Chinese city where the pandemic
is “a process”, she says. She advises
were uncomfortable”
began, is that psychology plays
eager leaders not to apply too much
a major role – preparation and
pressure on nervous individuals
reassurance may be the keys to
who may be reluctant to come back
encouraging people back to the workplace. In the weeks
to the office, because after a few weeks when they see things
after workers returned to their offices in April 2020,
are returning to normal their feelings are likely to change.
researchers asked them how they felt about going back. The
“I know some companies really want to get back to the
results, published in a paper in the Journal of Applied
office – they want the culture back. I understand that, but
Psychology, showed that workers performed best when they
we waited a year, so we could take a breath and wait for
were mentally prepared: “Employees are encouraged to set
those people who were a little more uncomfortable, give
aside some time to mentally reflect on their work tasks,
them an extra week or two to come round. I found that it
review their past progress and the disruptions that
happened more quickly than we expected,” she says.
occurred during the lockdown, get organised by creating a
GeoEdge prides itself on having what it calls a “very
to-do list for work tasks, and set priorities for their
strong family atmosphere” and it was challenging to keep
upcoming work goals.” Second, they responded best when
this going over the past year. The firm was keen to get staff
their managers ‘walked the talk’ on safety measures. This
back into the office, while also recognising that people
was, said the researchers, “a sobering reminder for
enjoyed the flexibility of home working. “But even those
organisations that, regardless of their stated health and
who were reluctant to come back, once they got into it,
safety goals, what truly matters is perceived leader safety
they kind of remembered what it’s like,” says Yanovich.
commitment in day-to-day managerial practices”.
“They very quickly get back into the rhythm of being in
The lockdown in Wuhan lasted only a few weeks,
the office and remember that it’s nice – you can have lunch
however. Elsewhere, many of us have been at home for far
and coffee together, and people can communicate. It
longer, and had more time to get used to the ‘new normal’.
seems daunting after a year, but it’s good once you’re into
How have these nations reacted?
it, especially with the reassurance that everyone in the
Israel is perhaps the only country in the world that has
office has been vaccinated. The challenge was balancing
vaccinated its population more quickly than the UK and US
this to get ‘the best of both worlds’, especially because we ¢
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When Israel’s workers began returning to offices they had to adhere to a comprehensive set of government standards

The return to workplaces in Singapore was gathering pace until a surge of cases in May led to employees being told to stay at home
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THE VIEW FROM THE FRONTLINE

ZEHAVIT LEVITATS, ACADEMIC AT
TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY, ISRAEL
Because the university is a public institution, we had to
obey the government’s Green Code, meaning people
had to either have been vaccinated, or previously had
Covid and recovered, to enter the building. You couldn’t
enter without a mask and inside there were screens
between people in offices. For a long time I didn’t see
more than two people share a room. Lecture theatres
could only be 50 per cent full, but students didn’t wear
masks because we knew they had been vaccinated. We
held socially distanced meetings, and people usually
wore masks. How quickly people are returning to offices
in Israel more widely is very industry dependent. Tech
companies have coped well with hybrid working, but
others not so well. Workers themselves? Some are
extremely eager to get back to work, and some are very
reluctant. Some just haven’t got to grips with remote
working, and others think it is the most efficient way
and going back to the office is a challenge, or even a
waste of time. I think a lot of managers are keen to get
employees back to the office. They realise people are
their competitive advantage, and want to exert some
control and get things rolling again, as they see it.

CHIEH-AN YU, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER AT
A US SOFTWARE COMPANY, SINGAPORE
My team has been working from home since March
2020. Because we cover the whole Asia-Pacific region
and many meetings were virtual anyway, working
remotely has had a limited effect on us. All internal and
external meetings have turned virtual, and we haven’t
been called back to the office even though the
government lifted the lockdown order in mid-2020. Up
until the new lockdown we could use the office for
meetings as long as there were no more than eight
people, and with one metre social distancing. We were
neither encouraged nor prohibited to go to the office,
but any physical meet-ups had to be reported to
management. I went back to the office a few times and
everything looked normal, with the addition of
temperature checks, safe check-in and sanitiser
dispensers. I know some companies had special
arrangements for the seats and desks for social
distancing purposes, and we had a hot-desking policy
that ensured distancing. People were advised to wear
masks at all times, but once in a meeting room you
could take them off. All the public transport systems are
operating, and since everyone wears masks there’s not
much difference and no one seems concerned.

have a strong job market here at the moment.” She adds
that “clear communication” has been key. “Throughout
this last year, everything’s been just so up in the air, and
everyone’s been so out of their comfort zone. We’ve had to
make decisions, even if they’re tough decisions, and use
very clear written communication, even at the risk of
overcommunicating our plans.”
In Singapore, the return to offices was slowly gathering
pace until in mid-May the city-state reacted to a small
surge in Covid cases by increasing restrictions, including
banning indoor dining, closing gyms and telling all
workers to work from home if possible.
Aileen Tan is chief HR officer at telecoms company
Singtel, which has 30,000 employees. “We split our officebased workforce into two groups, A and B, in August 2020.
When the government announced that up to 50 per cent of
employees would be allowed onsite at any one time, we
were ready,” she says. When the government upped the
number who could attend offices from 50 to 75 per cent,
Singtel split the As and Bs into A1, A2, B1 and B2. “That
way, if they decide it was a bad idea and to go back [to 50
per cent], we can adjust easily,” Tan adds. Working from
home was still permitted for those who could and
preferred to do so, and office goers were spread around
various locations in the city rather than being required to
be in the same office building.
Returning to the office was about more than organising
shifts, though. “People think you can just come back to the
office after a long time, but you need to give yourself two
weeks to prepare,” says Tan. “After being empty for so long
the office smelled, the leather chairs had started to go
mouldy; you need to clean the office and change the air
filters and water coolers. The facilities people have to get to
work.” Screens have to be put up and sanitising stations
installed. “Now everyone has their own little fish tank,”
Tan jokes. Toilets are the highest-risk areas for transmission,
so a regime of extra regular cleaning was implemented, and
workers are encouraged to clean up scrupulously after use.
Singapore had by May vaccinated 15 per cent of its 5.7
million population, but it is possible to access accelerated
vaccination for high-risk workers – Singtel has employees
who go into hospitals and immigrant workers’ dormitories.
The company also decided that some work, such as teaching,
mentoring and onboarding, has to be done face to face, so
managers involved in those activities had come back to the
office full time. The government asked employers to stagger
start times to reduce crowding on public transport, so
teams had to navigate coming in between 7.30am and 10am.
“There is a strong partnership between the government
and corporations on this,” says Tan. A very clear system for
testing and managing any Covid infections also has to be in
place, including contact tracing, how to communicate and
who to communicate with. She adds that HR has to stand
firm with anyone trying to bend the rules. “There are rules
around eating. You can only have eight in a group, and
everyone has to wear a mask when they are not eating, but
you have people ask: ‘What if we have two tables of six, and 
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ANONYMOUS, STATE GOVERNMENT
PUBLIC SERVANT, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
My department has been working at home since the
pandemic struck. This has helped me, actually, because
I was able to go from working two-and-a-half days a
week to full time, which wasn’t possible before because
of the long commute. My department has maintained
regular live videos for staff, with updates on our
expectations for when we do return to the office. They
have also run surveys asking about our preferences for
when we come back, and on our mental and physical
health. We can go in to the office if we need to. Those
who do, register with an app so we can ensure there are
enough desks. We are also encouraged to stagger start
and finish times to avoid rush hour travel, and also to
limit the number of people in the building at any one
time. We have QR codes for each floor in the building to
check in to, and are encouraged not to move around
much, which is ironic, because the department was
previously planning a switch to an – unpopular – hotdesking system. Most meetings are online, but we are
slowly seeing the return of face-to-face or hybrid
meetings as people return to the office. Restrictions on
seating on public transport were recently lifted, and the
station car parks are starting to fill back up.

E+/Getty Images

CHIH-HAO LEE, IP MANAGER AT KONICA
MINOLTA, TOKYO, JAPAN
I have been working at home since March 2020, but I
have now started going in once a week. Restrictions are
still tight, though less than at the height of the
pandemic. Japan’s second ‘state of emergency’ was
only lifted this March, and there are still restrictions
such as shortened business hours, asking people to
refrain from unnecessarily going out, and so on. The
government has been recommending self-quarantine,
face masks, handwashing and sanitising, ventilation
and social distancing. The catchy phrase coined by the
government, ‘avoid the 3Cs’ – closed spaces, crowded
places and close-contact settings (ie gatherings) – has
penetrated throughout Japan. Going back to the office
was weird at first, but then was quite comfortable once I
got used to it. Since most of my colleagues still work
from home, it is very quiet and I can really concentrate.
We wear masks in the office – I would say that now in
Japan almost everyone wears a mask when going out to
public places – and we have to take a desk where no
one else is beside or in front of us, regardless of
whether it is your regular one or not, and we are told to
avoid meetings with more than 10 people. I commute
from suburban Tokyo on an overground train, and the
only difference I can see is that now the windows have
to be open for ventilation.

we promise not to mingle? I have to say: ‘No!’” In general,
though, buy-in from the population – no strangers to a
strong official line on, for example, ‘antisocial’ behaviour
such as public drinking – has been high.
Australia and New Zealand may be more easy going, at
least by reputation, but they have also coped relatively
well with Covid. New Zealand had just 26 deaths from the
disease, and Australia 910 up to June 2021. They have also
formed a ‘travel bubble’ to allow journeys between the
two nations, so to some extent their fates are intertwined.
In Australia, there was a short lockdown for part of Sydney
over Christmas, and the state of Victoria re-entered
lockdown in late May, following a surge in Covid cases.
People are no longer even required to wear a mask on
public transport. For now, though, New Zealand is the
furthest along the road to normality, with the government
having moved the country from Level Two to Level One in
its alert system. At Level Two there were rules around
how many people could be present in an office at one time,
but now there are no government-mandated restrictions
on numbers. That doesn’t mean everything is completely
back to normal, though. The region has been slow to
vaccinate, and there is significant hesitancy, perhaps
because of the greater focus on individual freedoms and
because the impact of the disease has not been as severe as
it has in other countries.
“There is a real mix of approaches here,” says Neil
McKissack, CEO of professional body The Human
Resources Institute of New Zealand. “Some employers
have moved quickly to get employees back into their offices;
others have decided to continue with remote working
options on a flexible basis. There are definitely categories of
employees who are anxious about returning to the
workplace, using public transport etc, and these have been
the more challenging situations for employers.” Government
departments have been under pressure to return “because
of the impact on the hospitality and retail sectors of having
low foot traffic in the central business districts”, he adds.
And although it is tempting to think that we are close to
a return to ‘normal’ pre-pandemic working, McKissack
counsels caution – Covid is not just going to disappear and
employers need to be ready for further spikes and local
outbreaks that may occur. “There has been a tendency to
think the things we are putting in place are short-term
measures, as this will soon ‘be over’,” he says. “We know
now we have to think about the implications of Covid being
with us for some time yet. For example, we have to consider
how we deal with the loss of access to migrant workers in
our agricultural sector. Our borders are likely to be closed
to some countries well into 2022. We’ll need to do some
innovative things to compensate for these sorts of labour
shortages. The learning is that we are having to make
enduring changes to the way we work. In this regard,
vaccination isn’t a magic bullet either. Covid isn’t going
away anytime soon.”

For further reading, see page 72
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FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
18

Separating genuinely useful new workplace ideas from overhyped popularisms has never been
more difficult. Nicole Kobie goes direct to the source, asking some of the HR world’s most-cited
academics for the evidence-based concepts they believe will stand up to the closest scrutiny
19
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round seven years ago, the world of HR was as a starting point to a more informed discussion about
bewitched by an exciting new idea that for once science in the workplace.
was backed by credible scientific evidence:
neuroplasticity. Here was proof, its adherents 1 Work is a location, not just a state of mind
said, that you could teach an old dog new tricks, and it had Many organisations are understandably adopting a riskprofound implications for workplace learning. In essence, averse strategy to hybrid working, waiting to observe how
neuroplasticity was built on evidence that the neural employees behave and the effects on productivity of a mix
structure of the brain could be changed by external stimuli of home and workplace. And yet there is plenty of research
at any stage of life. You didn’t have to be young to learn, on the effects of location that should inform our attitudes.
because experiments on London cab drivers – required
Most profoundly, our adherence to the modern office
to memorise the city’s labyrinthine network of streets – set-up is thoroughly sentimental and flies in the face of
demonstrated that compared to non-cabbies they had a scientific fact. Ethan Bernstein and Stephen Turban at
larger hippocampus (the part of the brain responsible for Harvard Business School tracked changes in behaviour
memory) no matter when they passed ‘the Knowledge’.
in companies that ditched traditional cubicle-based setThe news that you didn’t have to be young to pick up ups in favour of open plan. They found that face-to-face
new skills was celebrated by learning professionals as real interaction dropped 70 per cent after the open-plan shift as
justification for lifelong learning and reskilling efforts, employees preferred the privacy of digital communication
and propagated in books and at conferences. All well and to holding in-person conversations where everyone could
good, except that the industry was very late to the party see – and hear – them. “Open-plan offices, which we
and neuroplasticity wasn’t really news at all. The term thought meant everybody can interact, really are not good
was first used by Polish neuroscientist Jerzy Konorski in — and that’s baked into a number of studies that have been
1948, and had been well established and understood in brought together that show this doesn’t work,” says James
scientific circles for decades.
Berry, director of the MBA at University College London.
Predicting how – and indeed
That research isn’t new, he
when – scientific evidence like
notes – but how we apply it is.
neuroplasticity will filter down
And the same can be said for our
“Open-plan offices mean
into people management is far
knowledge of proximity bias, the
from easy. Academic work geneverybody can interact, but they idea that we are more likely to
erally passes through multiple
favour the things (and people)
really aren’t good – and that’s
layers of translation, simplificawe can see up close. Daniel Cable
baked into a number of studies” of London Business school has
tion and distortion as it makes its
way from research paper to Ted
demonstrated that managers are
Talk to blog and, eventually, the
more likely to reward employees
popular consciousness. Along the way it can pick up so they see in the workplace, suggesting that presenteeism
many errors and misinterpretations that many apparently may result in higher pay, more promotions and faster
science-based ideas are actually anything but, according career progression. Cable’s work, published in MIT
to Rob Briner, professor of organisational psychology at Sloan Management Review, found managers were 9 per
Queen Mary University of London, who has made it his cent more likely to label onsite staff as ‘dependable’ and
mission to promote evidence-based HR practice.
‘responsible’ than those lacking face time with bosses, and
Neuroplasticity, despite being over-hyped and 25 per cent more likely to see in-office staff as ‘committed’
misunderstood, at least has a grounding in fact. But Briner and ‘dedicated’. Hybrid working could well bring these
is scathing of other notions that have also been widely issues into sharp focus and force HR professionals to
discussed, such as the idea that different types of brain are examine performance management and progression
suited to particular sorts of work (“neuroscientists would decisions more closely.
think that’s a terrible thing to say”) and even the influential
Working from home, meanwhile, can also be intimately
nudge thinking movement. “Within behavioural science, a linked with overwork, with recent studies suggesting
lot of scientists think nudges are completely meaningless,” British workers put in an extra two hours a day during the
says Briner. “A behavioural scientist in general would not first lockdown, with their counterparts in the US working
think of nudge as a theory at all.”
even longer. “The pandemic has shown… that some people
The best way to truly understand an idea, he adds, is to feel the pressures more than others,” says Dr Caroline
cut out all the middlemen and go straight to the original Bolam, senior lecturer at the University of Westminster,
source. Read the paper that spawned it, but also take a citing research from Nottingham University Business
systematic view of the area of research behind it. Work. School that found women were more likely than men to
might not have the space to delve quite that deep – but shift their work patterns to accommodate children at home
we did ask a range of scientists for six areas of research and more likely to undertake extra housework. Unequal
that ought to be most interesting to HR practitioners, and childcare arrangements, meaning women have to balance
just how they might affect business in the years to come, more domestic tasks while still performing their full-time
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US artist Zach Lieberman has turned software code into intricate works that recall both early graphic design and elements
of modernism. Previous page: Czesław Podlesny transformed a Polish shipyard into a robotic landscape

Extruded blob #2 by Zach Lieberman

role, are a key part of this mix. For Bolam, it is an early
warning sign that hybrid arrangements are more suited
to some than others, and also that how employers arrange
work – and the processes and practices that surround it –
can make a crucial difference to effectiveness.
Dr Wilson Wong, CIPD head of insight and futures,
says working from home raises a range of issues, from
work practices being disconnected from the whole to
social atomisation. “One of the concerns that’s beginning
to be highlighted is how decisions are made and whose
voices get heard,” he says. “So social psychological work
on in-groups and out-groups will become more relevant.”
2 Data can be a force for good – and ill
The exponential growth in workplace data has been well
documented. The next frontier is to fully connect data
and HR decision making, and deal with the ethical fallout
that ensues. “With an increasing interest in evidencedbased decision making, more data is being collected that
tracks applicants and employee performance, which can
ultimately be used to either inform a human decision
maker in tasks or support automation of tasks,” says Selin

Nugent, assistant director at the Institute for Ethical
Artificial Intelligence at Oxford Brookes University. “This
can be incredibly helpful in task management, cutting
costs and adapting workplace practices to fit evidenced
needs. However, as with any major data collection
exercise on human subjects, HR must also be conscious of
potential impacts on employees and applicants.”
Shireen Kanji, professor in human resource
management at Brunel University London, says in this
respect we are still in the early stages of what’s possible,
with integration of HR data lagging that of other business
disciplines. We have seen algorithms used to filter CVs or
hunt for new recruits, areas that lend themselves easily to
a degree of automation, but the same principles will soon
apply to employees. Kanji points to work being done by
one of her students on tracking employee sleep patterns.
“Presumably, if you get a good night’s sleep, you’re going
to be more productive as an employee,” she says.
It’s irresistible to draw a link between inputs such
as this (and those spanning other areas of wellbeing)
and HR outputs such as performance management. But
it’s equally obvious this entire area of practice is full of 
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potentially nefarious motives and applications. Eye- considerable,” Wong says. “Take Black Lives Matter
tracking software, webcams fixed on home workers’ and protesting against colonial narratives, and the very
set-ups and programmes that measure attendance at visible and sometimes violent expression of this
desks have all been covertly introduced by employers in disagreement… if society feels those ways of protest
the UK and US – often to be unceremoniously dropped are legitimate, who’s to say they’re illegitimate in
when knowledge of their use became public. But the an organisational context?” Though generational
opportunity to correlate between intimate aspects of comparisons can be unhelpful, surveys have
human performance and workplace productivity may consistently suggested that younger people expect
simply be too tempting: Zoom software, for example, employers to adopt a more proactive approach to
was originally designed with eye-tracking capabilities societal matters. Consultancy Global Tolerance found
designed to record attendees’ attentiveness, though this 62 per cent of millennials wanted to work for a business
feature was disabled in 2020.
with a ‘positive impact’, while a separate poll suggested
Wong fears the increasing scale of data held on 10 per cent of millennial workers would take a 10 per
employees will herald a high-tech return to scientific cent pay cut to work for a more ethical employer.
management, the dominant theory of the mid-20th
Even so, these needs have to be balanced with the
Century that sought to improve productivity by expectations of the rest of the employee base. Bolam
simplifying jobs into recordable tasks or units. “We’re says the psychological contract – unwritten, informal
somewhat going back to the kind of scientific management expectations between an employer and employee –
mode, where there’s going to be a huge amount of data on already allows for differences of opinions. What matters
the workforce,” he says. “HR will have to respond to the is the framework put in place to enable it.
increasing advantages and dilemmas of having a lot of
James Richards, associate professor at Heriot-Watt
workforce data and how that then can have an impact on University, has researched the extent to which employees
people management for performance.”
are able to speak out on social media. In the early days
He points to organisations
of online discussion, HR would
such as Google, which uses data
have been quick to punish
to power its talent management
anything controversial. While
“We’re going back to a kind of
decisions. We trust such firms to
many employers still operate
use analytics to design an optimal
that way, more progressive
scientific management, with
workplace and protect wellbeing.
companies have moved to a new
a huge amount of data on
It is, however, just a short jump
way of thinking. That’s especially
workers… HR has to respond”
to the same sort of information
true of younger generations, he
being deployed to ratchet up
found in his paper, The kids are
the pressure on staff, something
alert, which details the many
Amazon and others have been accused of in the past. “For lengths millennial workers will go to to avoid their
HR to draw upon the data to make decisions, the challenge bosses spotting their social accounts. Consequently,
is to do it ethically and intelligently,” says Wong.
those most likely to be punished by hard-line policies are
simply those who are less adept at covering their tracks –
3 Embrace employee activism, don’t ignore it
older employees, for example. “HR practitioners should
Businesses have long been faced with a paradox when try to understand what is actually going on and not
it comes to employees’ political views – while they jump to conclusions, even if some of the activities don’t
preach the mantra of ‘bringing your whole self to work’, necessarily reflect well on the employer,” he says.
the clashes of opinion that result can be the stuff of HR
The broader shift, he explains, is away from the current
nightmares. When employees engage in ‘activism’ around understanding that a worker fits into a company culture
their views, and in particular when this is linked to their and vision, and more into a framework such as pluralism,
fundamental identity, ignoring the issue is no longer which accepts employees’ beliefs won’t necessarily match
an option. In April, tech firm Basecamp became the their employers’. “It’s a matter of steering organisations
latest to be burned by this significant shift in employee to pluralistic ways to better understand their relationship
expectations when it was roundly lambasted for asking with employees,” Richards adds.
staff to leave ‘societal and political discussions’ at home.
This was perceived as restricting the ability of minorities 4 Automation must be carefully managed
to speak up around race-related injustices, and many Automation, be it AI, algorithms or robotics, is already
staff quit as a slew of negative publicity ensued.
part of the workplace. But ensuring humans and
Activism can take many forms, from internal machines can be productive and harmonious colleagues
discussions on issues with direct workplace relevance is about more than just the logistics of their interactions:
– such as union organising or equal pay – to racial done properly, it will require the emergence of a new
discrimination or environmental concerns. “The science that considers human-machine interaction
challenge for leaders of organisations is going to be from the perspective of human-centred design. Wong ¡
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compares it to the principles of ergonomics that govern 5 We need to move beyond bias
the way furniture is designed. “Ergonomics is evolving When Starbucks was vilified internationally for calling
as a science to not just look at the height of a chair and the police on two black men who were waiting in one
whether it’s good for your back, but also to consider of its US stores, its response was to roll out unconscious
whether or not certain processes are good for your bias training across its 8,000 global locations. Just three
mental wellbeing, whether they create more stress years later, however, the idea of using such training to
and uncertainty,” he says. “We’re going to go back promote inclusion has taken a serious dent as multiple
to ergonomics, which was first developed in the age academics decry its validity and multiple organisations,
where we were trying to match people to machines.”
including the UK’s civil service, drop it as a practice.
Taking a deliberate view of the way we work with
A comprehensive examination of 30 years of
machines is important because the age of automation diversity training in the Harvard Business Review found
poses multiple philosophical challenges. For one, if our programmes too often did little to combat or confront
interactions are increasingly mediated by machines, prejudice but instead taught staff the ‘right’ answers to
what are the implications for our identity as individual give on organisational training surveys. Kira Lussier,
humans? And if we believe automated systems are postdoctoral fellow at the University of Toronto’s
capable of making better decisions, will we lose the Institute for Management & Innovation, says criticism
ability to make judgements altogether? “People just of unconscious bias training neglects to recognise that
go ‘I’ll let the machine tell me what to do’,” Wong says. it is only a first step towards inclusion, designed as a
“And that could lead to untoward consequences. I think reaction to civil rights movements to encourage people
that’s going to be a body of theory that we’ll go back to, to work together more harmoniously. HR professionals
because the nature of authority means we are generally need to support more comprehensive action to combat
quite law abiding and don’t want to stick out – we may the deeper issues that prevent true inclusion.
actually create risks we don’t anticipate because people
Lussier’s concern is that too much training tends
aren’t looking any more, they
to be focused on the individual.
just do as they’re told.
Unconscious bias is about helping
“In automated cars, you
people spot their own unknown
“Decisions that may have
want people to be alert, even
prejudices and assumptions.
though the car is driving itself.
“Changing the mindset of, say, a
worked in the past are not
But in all the experiments, peohiring manager is important for
necessarily useful data for
ple read a book or go on their
making hiring more balanced,”
making decisions in the future” she says. “But there’s more to get
phone or doze off, leaving the
machine to do it. So designing
into.” We know entire processes
systems that maintain situ– from where jobs are advertised
ational awareness is going to be a challenge.”
to how the interview is structured – can be biased.
The optimistic view of automation is that if it sparks Part of the answer, says Lussier, is making the business
a renewed focus on reskilling employees, it will mean case for diversity as well as putting in place practical
more people have meaningful work. But that brings interventions such as mentorship and active reporting
its own downside, much of which can be seen in the on demographics. “That’s more helpful with increasing
race to introduce AI-driven self-service applications the representation of minorities among upper
into HR functions. Wong says this produces pressure management than having a training seminar,” she says.
to standardise recruitment processes or employee
But, as Dr Anne Laure Humbert – director of the
experience metrics, which leads to disengagement. Centre for Diversity Policy Research and Practice at
Motivations matter – if automation is driven largely by Oxford Brookes University – notes, there’s more to
narrow desires to cut cost or boost productivity, wider diversity than simple demographics. Understanding why
societal benefits could well fall by the wayside. Wong teams are not gender diverse means taking into account
warns HR to be mindful of automating simply in the age, care responsibilities, marital status, education,
name of efficiency: “We may end up going down the tenure, seniority and contractual position.
automation route and then realise many years later it
wasn’t such a good thing.”
6 Isolation is the enemy of inclusion
As Nugent notes, the data that powers AI systems is It seems to makes sense that a move towards greater
always by necessity historical. “It captures a picture of hybrid working might bring benefits for diversity,
the past,” he says. “HR processes, particularly when it because flexible working makes it easier for parents,
comes to diversity and inclusion, need to be adaptable disabled people and carers to access careers. But could
to new societal standards of performance. So decisions the social isolation of more working from home also
that may have worked in the past are not necessarily have downsides? Wong is among many HR thinkers who
useful data for making decisions in the present or for believe it could. There is evidence that people come into
the future.”
work with hardwired prejudices – research shows our
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As Lieberman shows, our relationship with software becomes more complex as it interconnects with essentially human
processes. Previous page: South African artist Claude Chandler has pioneered the use of code in paintings

brains decide whether someone is part of an in-group or
out-group in a split second, for example – but the social
norms of the workplace can help keep innate prejudices
in check, Wong argues: “When that pressure is diluted,
because of a more individualistic way of working, I don’t
see any way those things are going to be challenged.”
He points to a recent incident in which a Metropolitan
Police officer was found to be a member of a right wing
terror organisation. “There will be challenges for HR
when you don’t see people and don’t know who they are.
I suspect we may go backwards quite a long way in this
new hybrid way of working.”
Wong adds that HR leans heavily on psychology,
and much of the research being used as evidence by the
profession was undertaken in the west — meaning the
results may not transfer globally. That’s something to

consider for companies expanding overseas or hiring
from more diverse demographics. “The samples in a lot of
psychological knowledge, which is used in HR, are quite
culturally defined,” he says. “The question is whether
that’s generalisable across the world as we enter a period
where there are multiple centres of power. In countries
like India and China, they’re not going to adopt some of
the assumptions of people management we have made
in the west because they may find an alternate model.”
In short, not only will HR be encouraging and
developing diversity, it will be introduced to new ideas
from diversity in science and global economies. “As the
sample base diversifies, the evidence base diversifies,
and so too will HR practices diversify,” Wong adds.
For further reading, see page 72
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“HR has been losing
ground. It’s our job
to get it back”
Esther Wallington, HMRC’s chief people officer, tells
Robert Jeffery why her organisation’s rapid reinvention
must be matched by that of the broader profession
Portrait

I

t might seem improbable to suggest any organisation has had a good pandemic. But for HMRC – the
sprawling government department charged with
administering the tax affairs of the UK – there was
a definite upside to coronavirus. The focus on tax
collection was supplemented by the range of schemes
designed to support businesses and individuals as economic chaos reigned. The nation’s 65,000 tax professionals,
working from home like much of the rest of the public, were
suddenly playing a very different role.
“People like us paying out money,” says Esther Wallington, HMRC’s chief people officer. “They certainly prefer
that to us collecting it.” This pivot, which required building
new systems in double-quick time, was made easier by the
fundamental agility the organisation has spent years working to encourage. The broader civil service is prioritising
geographic rebalancing and social mobility, but to HMRC
– which has spent years shedding its stuffy image as home
to the besuited taxman, propelled by more recent concerns
over its culture – such things are becoming second nature.
Work. asked Wallington, who spent time as a senior HR
professional at the Ministry of Defence and the Cabinet

Julian Dodd

Office before taking up her current role, where her people
agenda will take her next.
What are the central tenets of the modernisation
programme HMRC has undertaken?
The world has changed immeasurably over the last
two decades. Technology has improved hugely and the
public expects more in terms of customer service. We
need a fully digital tax system that supports taxpayers
across all their needs. Like all businesses at the
moment, we have a really strong core in what we do.
Tax and customs professionals will probably be doing
quite a bit the same as they do now, even in 10 years’
time, but we need to increase our digital capabilities –
programme management, data and analytics.
What it really brings to the fore is the role of HR in
organisation design and strategic workforce planning.
As we look at how the tax and customs system will
change, what does it mean for employees and how we
organise our work? What insight do we need to inform
the experience of our people, support them to forge a
career in HMRC and make sure we have people with 
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What role does HR play in supporting those ambitions?
HR has long been recognised as an important
strategic partner to business areas. People are our
biggest investment; 60 per cent of our budget goes
on people, and the tax and customs system relies
very heavily on their professionalism, in contrast to
other places I’ve worked (for example, the Ministry of
Defence), where a lot of money goes on technology.
HR really comes into its own now. We’ve always
been relied on for cultural leadership and employmentrelated advice and service. We are now much more
heavily involved in the design of the organisation, the
introduction of digital services and how that affects the
work of teams, and the introduction of new data and
insight to support our work.
And what sort of employee will you need to rethink
the way you work?
It’s something we think about long and hard but
what’s interesting is what stays the same. As we design
a tax and customs system in 10 years’ time, we know
the core of our business will remain the same, but the
context and service offer will evolve. The role of the tax
compliance professional will broadly be the same, but

what changes is the balance of people we have running
technology programmes, and how we use intelligence
and insight ethically. There’s a growing business area in
what automation and AI mean for us and how we build
that in a way that maintains the trust of our customers.
What’s your offer to those bright digital minds you’re
going to need to hire?
The digital development we’re doing is exciting.
There’s no question about that. It’s exciting working
on technology that will affect most people in the UK;
there is wide scope and high impact for what we’re
doing. We’re the people who developed the technology
to support the furlough scheme and people felt really
proud of that.
People across the organisation feel a very strong
sense of how tax funds public services. Not many
people are designing products that will be used by
millions of people, and some of the things we are
doing on digital, data and AI are really cutting edge.
Are you optimistic about your ability to support
broader civil service aims around ‘levelling up’ the
workforce in the UK?
We have a lot of senior leaders outside London, so
we are a great model for others to follow. We’re all over
the country and we have a lot of executive committee
members and other senior leaders spread around the
country – it shows what’s possible. We employ people
at every level of the civil service and have high-quality
training that supports people to develop a career,
including, for example, apprenticeships.

The traditional image of the taxman was reinforced by HMRC’s own advertising campaigns, but the organisation now puts
inclusion and social mobility at the fore of its strategy
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the right knowledge, skills and experience deployed in
the best way to serve customers?
We have a really ambitious 10-year strategy to
modernise the system and become digital by default.
That’s not unusual for the type of organisation we are
but, with 37 million or so individual customers, it is a
very ambitious change we are embarking on.

hmrc

We went into the pandemic already quite mature in
our thinking about smarter ways of working. In most
of our regional centres, you’ll find a blend of different
types of activity. Loads of our teams were already very
dispersed geographically. They were already being
flexible about where they worked and lots of meetings
were taking place online.
In HMRC, there is opportunity – all our regional
centres have roles available up to the very senior levels
of the civil service, so people can stay in one place and
develop no matter where they are in the country.

And does that require a different type of HR
department potentially?
HR functions now are so multi-disciplinary. We’ve
got programme managers, financial professionals,
digital experts, data analysts, economists,
anthropologists, psychologists – you name it. You need
that range of expertise as well as people with more
conventional HR skills.
An HR department is always going to have to do
it all. It has to be strategic and support the business
to think about the human components of customer
value, as well as the workforce we need to deliver everincreasing customer value. HR, as a function rather
than a profession, is uniquely placed to do that.

Is the evolution of your HR model happening at the
same scale as your broader modernisation programme?
I’m in the middle of doing some operating model
work at the moment to really look at the function and
And, of course, to prioritise inclusion, which is a
where we deliver the most value. The HR department
pressing matter in the public sector
has just over 1,200 people in it. All our servicing of
We had some issues of bullying, harassment and
employees is in-house. It’s a significant outfit and we’ve
discrimination a few years ago that were cropping
just started to shift the structure, to expand the work
up in surveys and that we spent a lot of time tackling.
we do on organisation design and strategic workforce
Our executive committee made the decision to bring
planning to bring together HR directors as the people
in Laura Whyte [former HR director at John Lewis]
who understand the consequences of business change
to review things, which became the Respect at Work
for our employees. That’s a bit
report. We have been very open
of a shift for us. We used to
about some of the challenges.
have HR directors who were
Although that report focused
“Employees aren’t sure if
masters of everything – I’m
on bullying, it had a broad
trying to move away from
undercurrent of inclusion in
HR works for them or for the
the HR director as generalist,
its widest sense. Since then, we
business, and that can get quite
because I found HR business
have put a huge amount of effort
compromised”
partners were being drawn
into understanding inclusion
too far into HR operational
– we did a big exercise with all
activity, which is best serviced
our employees, co-creating our
through experts in our HR service centre.
commitments to one another and what we wanted it
The biggest shift is in our service delivery. Like lots
to feel like here. We converted the language they used
of employers, we are trying to do a lot more process
into a set of commitments. We kicked off a race equality
engineering based on the user to recover some of HR’s
audit and we’re doing the same with disability.
lost ground where there was a big bid to save money
We are quite advanced in understanding issues
from back offices. HR got smaller and managers and
around race and disability, and that intersects with
employees just had to do more work. We’re trying
social mobility. We’d already been doing a lot of work
to recover that with better technology and more
supporting development – making sure we’ve got a
streamlined processes so it gets easier to self-serve.
learning offer that’s really inclusive, maximising the
The role of HR varies hugely depending on the
number of apprenticeships we offer. We are working
business. It’s here to service what the business needs
really hard on it.
in terms of human capability, and sometimes that can
get a bit blurred – employees aren’t really sure if HR
When will you consider your change programme to be
works for them or for the business, and that can get
definitively finished?
quite compromised, particularly at the sharp end of
We have set ourselves a target of 10 years to achieve
employment cases.
our ambition for a new digital system. That is massively
There is room for us to have quite a big discussion in
ambitious because it is a complex system. Making
the HR community about where we position ourselves
that simple for people using technology is our biggest
and what would be better positioned with independent
challenge but we have started to implement it. But the
professional associations and employee representatives.
economy and government priorities evolve. It won’t
Trade unions are reporting an increase in membership
ever be done, I hope, because that’s the nature of
globally, and I think we should spend some time
constantly improving customer value.
considering the implications of this for the role of HR
For further reading, see page 72
and the role of new forms of employee representation.
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“EVERYBODY
HAS A PLAN
UNTIL THEY
ARE PUNCHED
IN THE FACE”
Covid-19 exposed the fallacy of much business
planning. Is it better to build resilience than to
attempt to grapple with the unknown?
Words
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resilience
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rom the ancient Greeks and Mesopotamians,
make a move but, if you don’t resist that pressure, you could
who used the entrails of sacrificed animals as a
move too early and end up making the wrong decision.”
window to peer into the future, through the
This is not how management has traditionally been
Romans who took auspices by observing the
taught. Kodak’s head-in-the-sand attitude to the emerging
behaviour of birds, to Herman Kahn and his
digital imaging technology of the late 1970s and early 80s is
work on scenario planning in the 1950s and beyond, for
often cited in support of the ‘adapt or die’ approach to
millennia human beings have grappled with the challenges
management. But it is perfectly possible to adapt and die.
of trying to steal a march on their rivals today by attempting
For every disruptive product or company that succeeds,
to figure out what is going to happen tomorrow.
many others will fall by the wayside. Bic’s 1998 foray into
It’s an age-old question that has once again been
disposable underwear, for example; the small but
propelled into the corporate spotlight by the pandemic.
imperfectly formed Cadillac Cimarron, launched in 1982
The conventional business wisdom, of course, is to make a
and discontinued in 1988 – five years after its failure
plan, usually based on a combination of what has happened
became blatantly obvious; and hoverboards, hailed as cool
in your markets in the past and some judicious guesses as
and contemporary in 2015, before they started exploding
to how things might pan out in the future. This works well
(today, they still explode but much less frequently owing to
enough in stable periods, but how exactly does planning
better-quality wiring and batteries).
help when something completely unexpected crops up –
Vermeulen’s point is that we are all programmed to
the proverbial black swan? Having a well-developed and
believe that our knowledge, experience and opportunities
understood plan for managing a flu pandemic didn’t
are exceptional when, in reality, they are probably simply
prevent the UK from making a chaotic start when Covid-19
products of different stages in the ongoing business cycle.
struck. As heavyweight boxing champion Mike Tyson – 44
Management trends are equally cyclical and leaders need
of whose 50 wins in the ring were by knockout – remarked:
to understand these cycles, Vermeulen says, to avoid
“Everyone has a plan until they
alienating investors. “After the 2008
are punched in the face.”
credit crisis, we researched 350
There are those who believe
CEO presentations and found that
“When it comes to resilience,
that change should generally be
many of them were full of lofty,
every leader and employee
resisted and that the best plan is
esoteric management speak and
needs the ability to live with
no plan at all. Lord Melbourne –
actually depressed the share price.
the largely forgotten British
In times of uncertainty, people want
uncertainty and paradox”
prime minister on and off
clear messages – we’re making these
between 1834 and 1841 – hardly
choices, and not those, because this
stands comparison as a great
is what we want to achieve. When
leader with the likes of Churchill or Napoleon, but is it time
times are better, investors are willing to hear CEOs talk
for a re-evaluation? Beloved of the young Queen Victoria,
more broadly about goals and strategy.”
the one piece of management advice Melbourne dispensed,
Employees and customers are equally subject to
in his languid way, was: “When it is not necessary to
cyclical changes, not all of them helpful. If you have no
change, it is necessary not to change.”
idea what the future holds, you may seek reassurance
That thought was echoed more recently and more
from an authoritarian leader who claims to have all the
credibly by Intel’s late founder, Andy Grove. A pioneer of
answers – even one as flawed as Donald Trump. In terms
computer technology, Grove’s most famous remark that
of building resilience, this is the wrong way to go, says
“only the paranoid survive” suggests – rightly – that his
Peter Cheese, chief executive of the CIPD and author of
was a more dynamic spirit than the complacent Lord M.
forthcoming book The New World of Work. Authoritarian
But the canny Grove also realised that sometimes one of
leadership tendencies make organisations less resilient,
the toughest decisions a manager can take is not to take one
not more. “The time has long passed when any leader
at all. But if the value of planning is increasingly open to
could claim to know everything without being regarded
question, what’s a leader to do instead? The post-pandemic
as arrogant or deluded,” says Cheese. “When it comes to
focus is increasingly on resilience – the idea that if an
resilience, what every leader and employee needs is the
organisation is sufficiently flexible, adaptable and fast
ability to live with uncertainty and paradox. As F Scott
moving, it can simply respond to change rather than engage
Fitzgerald said, the test of a first-rate intelligence is the
in the inevitably futile process of trying to predict what is
ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same
going to happen. Freek Vermeulen, professor of strategy
time and still retain the ability to function.
and entrepreneurship at London Business School, suggests
“Even before the pandemic, business was volatile,
that a dose of ‘the manager’s indecision is final’ can help
uncertain, complex and ambiguous, and it is even more so
make organisations more resilient: “The point Grove was
now. The only way that leaders can navigate this is to
making is that sometimes the wisest thing is to do nothing
admit that they don’t know everything and recognise the
until the ambiguity you are facing resolves itself. That is
validity of – and listen to – opposing points of view.
hard because everyone is looking to you, as the leader, to
Leaders need to accept that uncertainty and paradox are
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I should be so lucky: Hornby simplified its strategy to attract serious railway modellers like music mogul Pete Waterman

part of business life. Putting that into practice is difficult
because, given the way our brains work, uncertainty
makes us instinctively uncomfortable.”
Centralised decision making is another ‘common sense’
response to adversity that can lead to less rather than more
resilience. A study for the American Journal of Economics
on managing in turbulent times found companies that had
decentralised decision making before the 2008 recession
outperformed those who centralised power at head office
(the study analysed businesses in the sectors hit most by
the economic crisis across 10 OECD countries).
There are historical precedents too. In his 1962 book,
Strategy and Structure, business historian Alfred Chandler
describes DuPont’s fierce internal debates when recession
struck in 1920-21. Frederik W Pickard, one of DuPont’s
most influential senior managers, called for a “dictator, a
single man with absolute jurisdiction over personnel and
full authority to do what he could to meet the crisis”. Many
others disagreed, believing the centre already had so
much power it prevented local units from reacting quickly
enough. DuPont’s leaders eventually plumped for
decentralisation, a decision credited with reviving the
company’s fortunes in the years that followed.
Vermeulen says the problem may be that, when it comes
to ideas, the centralised model favours more of the same
rather than anything radical or different. “If you are in a
crisis, top-down management is not going to help you

develop the alternate solutions that could make a difference
to your business. If you look at Intel again, for example, its
most successful innovation, microprocessors, wasn’t the
result of a carefully planned strategy but an experiment
from the bottom up.”
The most volatile issue leaders must adjust to at
present is the birth pangs of a new working culture. Last
year, almost four out of 10 employees within the OECD
took part in what the World Economic Forum has called
“the largest experiment in remote working in history”.
The debate about what lies ahead – whether we call it a
blended workplace, hybrid working or an office-first
culture – is already in full swing, but at the same time we
need, Cheese suggests, to reflect on the magnitude of
change: “We are about to reinvent a way of working that
has been a constant for most of us for around a century,
since Henry Ford began shutting down his factories at
weekends, and we need to recognise the best way to do
that is not to write a 500-page policy document but to
define a few clear principles, try something, see if it works
and, if it doesn’t, change it. Failure might be timeconsuming but it needn’t be catastrophic.”
Some famous employers have not managed this
challenge particularly adroitly. Google’s initial plan – that
every employee would return to the office three days a
week – was modified after a backlash from staff. The
company’s 140,000 employees can now work remotely 
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until September and, after that, return to their existing
office, choose a new office or work from anywhere as long
as their role allows. CEO Sundar Pichai expects 60 per cent
of staff to return to their previous office, 20 per cent to
choose a new office and 20 per cent to work from home.
Facebook and Twitter have, with some caveats, told their
staff they can work at home permanently.
In Wall Street, however, the likes of Goldman Sachs
and JPMorgan are not planning to reinvent the workplace,
but to restore it intact. Jamie Dimon, CEO of JPMorgan,
which expects staff to work in the office most days, said:
“We want people back to work, and my view is that,
sometime in September or October, it will look just like it
did before, and everyone will be happy with it.” To
underline that last point, Dimon added: “And yes, the
commute – you know, people don’t like commuting, but so
what?” Vermeulen reckons at least some of the recent
changes in working habits will be permanent. “History
shows us that forced experiments can lead to significant
changes in our behaviour. An LSE study found that in 2014
when some, but not all, lines on the London Underground
were closed by strikes, many commuters found new routes
to work. Bear in mind, these people had been travelling on
these routes for years, in some cases even decades. The
study found that, when the strike was over, one in 20
commuters stuck to their new routes. We have just been
forced to experiment with Zoom – a choice that had been
technologically possible for years but never caught on –
and, although there are many irritating aspects of virtual
meetings, it’s hard to envisage a workplace without them.”
So have we, to tweak Melbourne’s maxim, reached a
point where it is necessary to change our method of work?
Cheese is convinced we have: “We have known, for some
time, that work isn’t working for many people. We have a
chance to break the cycle and move beyond that, away
from prescriptive management, presenteeism and
hierarchies, and give people agency over their own future.
We need to look beyond the short term if we are to be
resilient enough to manage the other challenges we face.”
To be resilient in the face of such threats calls for
original thinking. Unfortunately, in uncertain times, many
seek solace in imitation. “If you think about it, this approach
has its benefits,” Vermeulen says. “If it doesn’t work out,
you at least have the alibi that all your competitors did the
same thing. But if you are the contrarian who goes against
the crowd and gets things wrong, you’re really in trouble.
That’s why the concept of ‘optimal differentiation’ has
become popular. You want to be different enough, but not
so different people question your intelligence.” The same
principle applies to companies that adopt best practice.
“There is always a company or sector held up as a model of
best practice, which everyone wants to emulate,” says
Cheese. “Such open-mindedness is laudable but managers
need to be realistic. If your business model depends on
digging minerals out of soil, you have to be clear about
what you can – and can’t – learn from Google or Apple.” ¡
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KNOWN UNKNOWNS
Left-field threats that might test our
resilience in future

Bio-engineered pandemics
Conspiracy theorists remain convinced
this explains Covid-19. They are wrong,
but they could be right in future as
biotechnology advances apace. In Dan
Brown’s novel Inferno (2013), a plague
is deliberately unleashed to make one
third of the population sterile.

Superintelligence
We accept the idea that some of us are
born smart – and others less so – as a
consequence of the genetic lottery, but
the prospect that the rich and powerful
would use AI to make themselves
superintelligent would bring a
dangerous new dimension to inequality.

Recession in China
What if in China in 2025, the
government’s strategy to grow the
economy and avoid the ‘middle income
trap’ doesn’t work? The collapse of the
bargain between the Chinese
Communist party and the people –
essentially trading political freedom for
rising living standards – could have a
devastating impact globally.

Concentration risk
Imagine the economic carnage if
Amazon collapsed. By one estimate,
the business added $315bn to the US
economy between 2010 and 2020 but,
with founding genius Jeff Bezos
stepping back, regulatory scrutiny
increasing and diversification on the
agenda, the firm is poised at a
particularly perilous point.

Migration
In a striking coincidence, 2050 is the
year in which we must reach net zero
greenhouse gas emissions – and also
the year by which, the World Bank
estimates, 143 million people in Africa,
South Asia and Latin America could be
forced to migrate, primarily because of
climate change. That is equivalent to
the population of Japan upping sticks.

DigitalVision, Alain BUU-Gamma-Rapho/Getty Images

resilience

The late, lamented Andy Grove, co-founder of chip giant Intel and master of corporate agility and reinvention
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From atomic weapons such as those used in Hiroshima (top) to deforestation in Colombia and elsewhere, global threats are proliferating
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The quest for a resilient business model led to the rise of individual firms has the potential to turbocharge inequality
the diversified conglomerate in the 1970s and 80s – giants if applied thoughtlessly across the whole economy.
like General Electric with its corporate fingers in so many
Legitimate concerns about corporate intentions in this
pies, the theory went, that booms in some markets would arena remain. In April 2019, IHS Markit heralded an
offset busts in others. Yet sometimes, Vermeulen suggests, artificial intelligence-led revolution in banking. The
subtracting product lines is a more effective strategy. company forecast that 500,000 bank staff in the UK and 1.3
“What distinguishes Capitec, which is consistently rated as million in the US could be – note the euphemism – ‘affected’
one of the best banks in South Africa, is simplicity. Because before 2030. Collective mismanagement of the new world
the customers they are targeting do not know a lot about of work could have devastating psychological, social and
finance, they reduced their portfolio of products and economic consequences. ‘Pandemials’ – young people
simplified them to make them easier to understand.” One finishing education and/or entering the workforce – could
example of this policy in practice is Capitec’s website, become a doubly lost generation, their futures clouded by
which is designed to be so simple a smart child can use it.
economic uncertainty and automation. Even before the
Simplicity brings strategic clarity which, Vermeulen pandemic, the Independent Labour Organisation estimated
believes, is another trait of a resilient business. “Most that, globally, 55 million young people with jobs were in
strategies fail for one simple reason – they are not strategies extreme poverty, earning less than $1.90 a day.
at all. A real strategy involves a clear set of choices that
But for all its advantages, resilience has notable
define what the firm is going to do and what it is not going drawbacks too. The word has two definitions: the capacity
to do. Many strategies are not about clear choices but about to recover quickly from setbacks, but also the ability to
goals. ‘We want to be number one or two in our markets’ is spring back into shape. The latter implies change is
not a strategy, it’s an outcome you hope for. You still need a temporary – that if we can stretch far enough to
strategy to achieve that, and the simpler and shorter that accommodate it things will ping back to the way they were
strategy the better. If you present
in due course. But many of the
employees with a list of 20 points,
challenges we face today require
they won’t remember them and, if
change that is permanent and far“Most strategies fail for the
they don’t remember them, you
reaching. Perhaps the greatest
simple reason they are not
don’t have a strategy, you just have
threat of all is that we decide our
strategies at all… they are not
a PowerPoint deck.”
goal should be to ‘get back to
As an example of a proper
normal’. It would be useful to
about clear choices but goals’”
strategy, Vermeulen cites the
remember that, before the
resurrection of Hornby, the model
pandemic, it was ‘normal’ for the
railway and Scalextric company.
richest 1 per cent to own 43.4 per
In 2001, Hornby put itself up for sale but – this being the cent of the world’s wealth; ‘normal’ for one in three of the
height of the dotcom boom – no one wanted to buy it. New population not to have safe drinking water; and ‘normal’ for
CEO Frank Martin, given the brief of averting bankruptcy, levels of greenhouse gases to reach record levels.
devised a new strategy. “They focused on hobbyists and
We cannot go back to that normal, although it is
collectors,” says Vermeulen. “That meant they aimed to tempting. “From the 1950s until the late 90s, we lived in
make perfect scale models (not toys) for adult collectors pretty stable times,” says Cheese. “Most of the time,
that appealed to a sense of nostalgia. Just over five years economies were growing, living standards were improving,
later, Hornby’s share price had soared from £35 to £250.”
and our societies felt safe and secure. Since the turn of the
A clear vision is certainly essential if organisations are century, we have had 9/11, a global recession that led some
to navigate the storms ahead. As Australian academics to question capitalism itself, political upheaval, social
Arnagretta Hunter and John Hewson headlined their April unrest and now the pandemic – that is a lot to process.”
2020 report on the future of the planet: There are 10
So resilience, as the mathematicians might say, is a
catastrophic threats facing humans right now and the necessary but not sufficient quality. When it comes to
coronavirus is only one of them. Four of the other nine coping with the essential unknowability of the future, we
threats are related to climate change. The remaining five also need to change the way we think, to be more agile and
are nuclear weapons, population growth, food security, ready to change. As Cheese puts it: “Can we have a fair and
new technology and humanity’s failure – global and open debate about the choices we face? Can we recognise
national – to proactively manage these risks, a possibility uncertainty and paradox without going into denial? Can we
the authors fear is alarmingly likely.
leave short-termism behind while recognising our plans,
Technology is an opportunity – it could yet help us policies and practices may need to change at any moment ?”
stave off climate change if, to use just one example, it can
The issues are complex but there is, to use another word
accelerate carbon capture from the air, and it could liberate favoured by Grove, no ambiguity about what is at stake. In
millions of people from menial jobs or tasks – but also a other words, as we really need to change, let’s get to it.
threat. Automation seems increasingly attractive to
For further reading, see page 72
managers seeking resilience, but what looks pragmatic for
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SEASIDE STORY:
BRITAIN’S ENDURING
LOVE AFFAIR WITH
THE COAST
The concept of the coastal resort was a chance for
workers to escape drudgery. Today, it is enjoying a
renaissance, albeit in a thoroughly modern form

L

eisure and work have always been flip sides of
the same coin, and the prospect of getting away
from it all is especially enticing this year for the
millions of working Brits who have been toiling
alone for so long in lockdown. But with foreign
trips still off the menu for many, 2021’s break of choice
looks like being the much-maligned staycation – very
much a case of back to the future, as domestic travel was
where it all began. For more than a century up until the
late 1970s, abroad was strictly for the moneyed classes, and
for the average Briton taking a holiday was synonymous
with a visit to the British coast.
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Increasing prosperity, paid holidays and the rise of the
railways led to the growth of famous resort towns from
Blackpool and Scarborough to Brighton and Bognor, from
Portobello and Helensburgh to Torquay and Westonsuper-Mare. And with it came the staples that became an
intrinsic part of our national story: donkey rides, helter
skelters, end-of-the-pier shows and, of course, chilly days
on the beach with the family followed by a bracing dip in
the sea. What’s not to love?
So grab an ice cream, stick on a ‘kiss me quick’ hat and
pull up a deckchair as Work. takes you on a pictorial history

of the great British seaside holiday.

London Express/Getty Images

A couple in deckchairs in Margate in 1938 – the peak of the British seaside’s pre-war popularity
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Brighton’s West Pier in the early 20th century. Completed in 1866,
the West Pier was one of more than 100 such structures that
festooned the British coastline in Victorian times. It was extended in
1893 and a concert hall was added in 1916. At its peak after World
War I, it boasted two million visitors a year, but its popularity steadily
declined and it finally closed in 1975. Now only fragments of its metal
structure remain

xxxx

Children in fashionable sailor suits
enjoy an ice cream by the seaside,
‘somewhere in England’ in the 1930s
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A small child weighs up which
donkey to ride on the beach at
Margate, Kent, in 1932
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Troops leave the Butlin’s holiday camp at Clacton-on-Sea in the late 1940s after six years of wartime occupation. South African-born
entrepreneur Billy Butlin opened his first holiday camp in Skegness in 1936 and rapidly built a million-pound business providing affordable
holidays to the masses. Organised fun was directed by red-coated hosts, some of whom went on to become famous performers in their own
right, including Des O’Connor, Anne Diamond and Jimmy Tarbuck
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Johnny Weissmuller, star of the Tarzan
films, is hoisted aloft by showgirls in front
of Blackpool’s famous tower in 1949

Hulton-Deutsch Collection-Corbis, Mirrorpix, Popperfoto/Getty Images

Social unrest hits the seaside as police
attempt to pacify rival gangs of mods and
rockers fighting on the beaches at Margate
in May 1964
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Gianni Ferrari-Cover, Jim Dyson/Getty Images

Benidorm, 1985. By the 1980s, the rise of the cheap package holiday
saw millions of Brits swapping the British coast for the Spanish
Costa and an all-inclusive beach holiday the weather couldn’t spoil
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A subversive 21st century take on the seaside from graffiti artist Banksy, whose Dismaland Bemusement Park opened in Weston-super-Mare in 2015
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Mental
health
matters
Businesses have increased their
investment in the area during
Covid, but managers need more
assistance in helping staff

M

ost employers are worried
about the effects of the Covid
pandemic on the mental health of
their workers – and they have been
proactive in ramping up support,
says a new study.
The CIPD’s Health and wellbeing
at work survey 2021 shows 42 per
cent of organisations are ‘extremely’
concerned the Covid-19 crisis will
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worsen mental health, while 40 per
cent are ‘moderately’ concerned. This
has resulted in a boost in measures for
tackling mental ill-health, with 84 per
cent saying they have placed greater
focus on this area.
In particular, a greater share of
employers are relying on employee
assistance programmes (70 per cent
now compared with 57 per cent last
year); training staff to build resilience
(44 per cent versus 33 per cent); and
promoting flexible working options
(53 per cent against 42 per cent).
Reflecting their increased efforts,
three-quarters (77 per cent) of
employers believe they actively
promote good mental wellbeing. Just
46 per cent said the same three years
ago, and 58 per cent last year.
Weak areas that demand greater
attention include training managers
to offer mental health support; 43
per cent do this, down from 51 per
cent in 2020. With managers juggling
competing pressures to deliver on

targets and fulfil operational duties,
businesses need to ensure they are
given the skills and help to manage
this balance, says the report.
Addressing risk is also a problem.
There is a mismatch between the
84 per cent of employers that have
expanded mental health support
during Covid, and those that say they
have been effective at identifying and
managing mental health risks arising
from Covid – just 54 per cent.
A total of 668 HR practitioners
were surveyed for the research,
which, overall, highlights “employers’
growing commitment to improving
people’s health”, the report says.
It’s also becoming more of a
priority for leaders. Three-quarters of
respondents believe senior managers
have employee wellbeing on their
agenda, up from 61 per cent last
year, and 50 per cent take a strategic
approach to wellbeing.
“Now, more than ever, we need
leaders who show compassion

Unilever CEO Alan Jope is among the most vociferous leaders on CSR matters, which research says means he is influencing his organisation
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and actively foster a culture that
engenders trust and kindness.
This will encourage people to have
the courage to discuss any health
concerns in the knowledge they
will be listened to and receive
understanding and support,” says
the research report.
cipd.co.uk/knowledge/latest-research

LEADERSHIP

For CSR,
think CEO
Why a top-performing boss can
have a significant effect on more
than just the bottom line

D

oes a chief executive have the
potential to affect how ethically
an organisation behaves? The answer,
according to new research from
European academics, is a definite yes.
Leaders account for a 30 per cent
variation, for better or worse, in
corporate social responsibility (CSR)
behaviours and actions, says the
study. It provides further evidence
of the so-called ‘CEO effect’, which
has been hard to measure as so many
factors – including cash flow, external
pressures and market conditions –
have a bearing on performance.
Georg Wernicke, HEC Paris
assistant professor of strategy and
business policy, and Miha Sajko and
Christophe Boone from the University
of Antwerp, conducted a study of
1,200 US firms from 1993 to 2015.
They chose to analyse the effect
of CEOs’ influence on CSR, since it
is an activity less prone than other
areas to being influenced by factors
beyond a leader’s immediate control.
For example, explains Wernicke, an
organisation’s actions, initiatives and
policies around CSR are voluntary
and would usually extend beyond the
level obligated by law or regulation.
“CSR outcomes, in this sense, give us a
clearer insight into how much leeway

the chief decision maker will have in
The practice of cybervetting –
a firm,” he adds.
increasingly popular among HR
The study was able to calculate
professionals and others – can lead to
how the value of CSR-related
discrimination when hiring because it
outcomes changed depending on the
introduces bias and moral judgement
organisation’s leader, separating this
into the process.
from other factors.
A research paper from North
The presence of one CEO over
Carolina State University, Georgia
another accounted for a 30 per cent
State University and Longwood
variation in performance between
University describes how HR
firms, “a highly significant level of
practitioners screen job candidates by
influence”, says the paper, How Much
evaluating information collected from
Influence do CEOs have on Company
internet searches and social media
Actions and Outcomes? The Example
profiles. Its purpose is to minimise
of Corporate Social Responsibility.
risk around recruitment and ensure
The results are likely to have
there is a good cultural fit between
relevance beyond CSR, suggests
individuals and the organisation.
Wernicke, and shed light on the
However, many businesses are
overall extent of a CEO’s power. “Our
overlooking its pitfalls and the fact it
findings suggest it is likely that CEOs
can add bias into the process, albeit
will exert quite a lot of influence on
unintentionally.
the firms they run in general,” he
Researchers Steve McDonald,
says. “CEOs matter, and they matter
Amanda K Damarin, Hannah
a lot.” Their worldview, values,
McQueen and Scott T Grether
position on climate change, capitalism
conducted in-depth interviews
and the treatment
with 61 people
“CEOs exert a lot of
of employees will
professionals involved
influence… they
dictate organisational
in recruitment and
matter, and they
culture, behaviours and
hiring across many
matter a lot”
outcomes to a significant
industries. Participants
extent, he says.
ranged from in-house
This needs to be reflected
employees to executive recruitment
in recruitment methods and
consultants and professionals at
compensation packages of C-suite
staffing agencies.
executives, the researchers conclude.
Around 70 per cent said they
bit.ly/CEOCSR
screened candidates using social
media profiles (for example, Facebook
and Instagram) or job boards,
CYBERVETTING
with respondents explaining this
gave them invaluable insight into
candidates’ ‘authentic selves’. Red
flags they looked for included photos
of people drinking alcohol and posts
that badmouthed employers.
Snooping on potential recruits isn’t
Candidates were deemed
just invasive – it could be opening
‘safe’ if their online profiles were
your process up to bias
deliberately polished or included
a ‘professional’ looking picture.
t is tempting – some would claim
Those that contained red flags were
understandable – for managers to
“suspected of problem behaviour or
research candidates’ online profiles
mismatched values”.
during recruitment. But doing so is
People are rarely looking for
akin to assessing them for their moral
information related to job tasks,
¦
character, a study has warned.
says McDonald. “And the things

Who’s checking
you out online?

I
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Classroom learning seems relatively old fashioned in a world of digital possibility

they do look for reflect their explicit
or implicit biases.”
For example, respondents
referenced examining posts
about hiking and family photos of
Christmas. But most people who hike
are white, and most people who post
Christmas photos are Christians,
points out the paper, The hunt for
red flags: cybervetting as morally
performative practice.
Participants also expressed a
preference for online profiles that
signalled active and energetic
lifestyles, which could lead to
discrimination against older or
disabled jobseekers.
“The study drives home that
cybervetting is ultimately assessing
each job candidate’s moral
character,” adds McDonald. “It is
equally clear that many of the things
hiring professionals are looking at
make it more likely for bias to play
a role in hiring.”
Worryingly, he says, these biases
and moral judgements are almost
certainly being incorporated into
software designed to automate the
review of job candidates, making this
a long-term problem.
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There needs to be clear guidelines
and training around best practice
for the use of cybervetting, say the
researchers. Only 17 per cent of
respondents said they had a such
a policy in place.
bit.ly/cybervetting

L&D

We’re all digital
learners now
Learning moved online during the
pandemic, and practitioners had
to think on their feet

O

rganisations that were
previously sceptical about
the value of digital learning did an
about-turn during the pandemic and
are embracing it “with open arms”,
according to a CIPD report.
Online learning is now treated as
a valid and efficient approach rather
than a poor substitute for in-person
learning, which has increased demand
from businesses. However, this shift
in delivery has profound ramifications

for L&D professionals. It’s not a
matter of a simple transition but
requires a change in their mindset,
skills and strategy, says the research
report, Impact of Covid-19 on the
L&D Profession. This is not a change
practitioners have been prepared for.
Because of a lack of demand before
2020, “many L&D practitioners had
minimal exposure to, and experience
of, designing and delivering
interventions for groups of learners
online”, says the study, which
was based on a focus group of 14
independent UK practitioners.
The move to remote working
triggered a rollercoaster of events
for L&D professionals. They initially
had to deal with the “catastrophic”
cancellation of most or all formal
learning (mainly face to face), then
received a rush of requests for online
programmes, which many lacked the
skills and confidence to deliver.
Some of the challenges they
faced included grappling with
unfamiliar technology platforms; a
feeling of being overwhelmed when
running sessions because of having
to simultaneously juggle so many
tasks (for example, monitoring the
chat function while also ‘reading’
the room and keeping focused on
learning objectives); interaction
and communication being more
‘stilted’; not being able to rely on
body language and sensory cues
to help gauge engagement; online
learning being mentally and
physically exhausting; and clients and
stakeholders assuming face-to-face
workshops could easily and quickly
be converted to online.
Some of these challenges proved to
be short term, as L&D practitioners
adapted and repurposed their
programmes as well as gained
confidence, the report says.
However, longer term, practitioners
will need to keep building on their
skillsets to respond to demand
for digital learning and make it a
success. That will involve giving
careful attention to designing and

BBC; E+/Getty Images
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curating digital content, striking a
balance between using technology
tools and more traditional or triedand-tested methods, and improving
their consulting skills so they partner
with clients in diagnosing needs
and making recommendations.
Nurturing relationships with learners,
organisations and other practitioners
will also be crucial to maintain a
human connection in the absence
of working face to face.
bit.ly/LandDimpact

PSYCHOLOGY

Who said cheats
never prosper?
Recruiters may subconsciously
seek out unethical candidates
when looking to bend the rules

I

t may not be a coincidence that
individuals with low moral
standards or scheming, narcissistic
tendencies often end up being
recruited as managers. Companies
could be deliberately targeting them
when under great pressure to meet
aggressive targets and objectives
because they are more likely to go
along with dubious practices.
A recent study has revealed that
businesses engaging in earnings
management – manipulating income
to make it look better – may recruit
individuals with ‘dark’ personality
traits into accounting positions
over otherwise better-qualified
candidates. Their lack of ethical
stance means they will simply do
whatever job needs to be done.
The findings cast doubt on
research that suggests the prevalence
of less savoury personality
types in management is just an
accidental by-product of selecting
candidates with attributes that fit
the stereotype of a strong leader.
“Our research found this is often no
accident,” says Nick Seybert of the
University of Maryland, co-author

of Recruiting Dark Personalities for
Earnings Management.
Academics carried out three
experiments to study the process
of recruiting senior accounting
managers and its relationship to a
company’s earnings management
practices. Uniquely, participants
were recruitment professionals
or accounting executives with
experience of hiring, in order to
simulate a real-life environment.
The test was to see which
candidate, A or B, was more likely to
be chosen for a high-level accounting
position. Both candidates had similar
experience and educational and
technical qualifications but different
personality profiles: A had darker
traits, such as questionable ethical
standards and narcissistic tendencies.
The findings showed that
candidate A was more likely to be
hired when there was evidence a
company was under pressure to
manage earnings. This was despite
B being considered a significantly
better manager, more likeable, less
likely to engage in fraud and more
likely to maintain high ethical
standards in tough circumstances.

Recruiters also screened out
individuals without dark traits before
being put forward for consideration
by employers, the study found.
“Dark personalities can fulfil a
specific nefarious purpose,” says
Seybert. “This results in candidates
with potentially better managerial,
organisational and people skills being
passed over for management jobs.”
bit.ly/darkmanagers

INCLUSION

Confidence is
a preference
‘Self efficacy’, not lack of ability,
acts as a constraint on women’s
earnings in technology roles

E

ntry-level pay in the STEM
fields of engineering and tech
is more than $4,000 higher for men
than women, despite both groups
having almost identical qualifications
– and this disparity in pay is down
to a confidence gap, according to

Stanford University research.

Women working in STEM roles earn less than men right from the start of their careers
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An individual’s belief in their
capabilities, also known as selfefficacy, has a bearing on starting
salaries. Women in the engineering
and computer science fields have
lower levels of this kind of selfassuredness, the study shows.
Using data from a survey of 559
engineering and computer science
students who graduated from 27 US
institutions between 2015 and 2017,
and which asked questions about how
confident they were in their abilities,
it was found that women earned
$61,000 in their first jobs compared
with $65,000 for men – even when
they had the same degrees and grade
point averages.
Compared with their male
counterparts, women applying for
engineering and computer science
jobs reported feeling less sure of
themselves in a range of technical
tasks, despite being no less skilled.
Researchers calculated that
two percentage points of the pay
difference in starting salaries between
men and women could be explained
by a gap in self-confidence.
It’s possible that other factors could
also be at play, points out the paper,
The confidence gap predicts the gender
pay gap among STEM graduates. For
example, it’s argued that girls and
young women may be socialised to
believe that money is not as important
to them since they aren’t expected to
be the main breadwinners, and that
women prefer inclusive work cultures
even though they may offer less pay.
However, analysis shows there is
no evidence either of these factors
influence the pay gap.
Recruiters should review
how they evaluate candidates,
particularly where self-perception
is used to indicate likely job success,
says co-author Sheri Sheppard.
“Confidence is not the same as
competency,” she adds. “If you’re
judging somebody based on projected
confidence, you’re losing out on hiring
individuals who are going to be good
at the work.”
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How to be
ready for the
next crisis
Leaders must see resilience as a
strategic capability if they are to
ride out future disruptive events

A

new model of resilience is needed
so businesses are ready to head
off more complex and volatile shocks
likely to come our way – whether
they are pandemics, extreme weather
events or cyber attacks.
Systems need to be less focused
on prevention and become more
progressive by building up agility and
adaptivity, says research conducted
by Cranfield University and Deloitte
on behalf of the UK’s National
Preparedness Commission.
Many leaders realise that relying on
a reactive strategy, such as a business
continuity plan, is not enough on its
own to meet “the potential scale and
pace of change imposed by sudden
shocks and future challenges”, it adds.
Bosses indicated they wanted to take
greater responsibility for resilience
and invest in it now, so they are better
prepared for future crises.
The report, Resilience Reimagined:
A practical guide for organisations,
draws on interviews and focus groups
with board members, managers and
policymakers from organisations with
world-leading resilience programmes.
It includes insights from 50
practitioners and academics
and a review of research, as well
as setting out seven ways to
overhaul practice:
• Be prepared to discuss future
failure and ask the questions ‘what
if ?’ and ‘what next?’ This should
not be seen as negative thinking
but a way of avoiding complacency
at a time when crises are ever
more likely.

• Take a more complete approach
to building resilience by assessing
the impact of disruption on all
components of the ecosystem in
which a business operates.
• Understand what is most
important to your stakeholders/
customers and what you should
continue to deliver in a crisis.
• Decide on thresholds for resilience.
When something goes wrong, at
what point is the impact on essential
deliverables ‘intolerable’?
• Balance strategic choices.
Resilience strategies can be
defensive or progressive, flexible
or consistent. Focusing too much
on one approach can create blind
spots, so balancing tensions is key.
• Use stress tests or ‘what if’
scenarios.
• Leaders foster a culture of
adaptation and empowerment, so
developing resilience is an everchanging process rather than a
technical one.
bit.ly/Workresilience

COLLABORATION

“I’m going to
split you into
two groups…”
Team-building exercises often fall
flat – but if they are approached
scientifically they could succeed

I

s there any phrase in business
that inspires such dread among
employees as ‘team-building
exercise?’ It can mean anything from
‘trust falls’ to war gaming or panic
rooms, designed to improve networks
and relationships between colleagues,
with the ultimate aim of boosting
efficiency and collaboration.
As a recent study points out,
however, all such ideas have one thing
in common: organisations are largely
in the dark about whether they work.

Tim Clayton-Corbis/Getty Images

Team-building exercises might seem like a good idea – but if they’re not designed carefully they can lead to resentment and mistrust

The lack of a scientific approach
to analysing these activities may
mean firms end up taking action that
is counterproductive (for example,
bringing together people who already
have a good connection) or that fails
to target the relationships most in
need of strengthening.
Data collected by researchers at
the University of Sydney offers some
insights and evidence on how teambonding exercises are perceived, and
how they should be approached.
Participants have mixed feelings
about team-building activities, their
study shows, and there may even
be ethical implications in forcing
employees to take part. “Many
people do not want to be forced
into having fun or making friends,
especially not on top of their busy
jobs or in stressful, dysfunctional
environments where team building is
typically called for,” warns researcher
Julien Pollack.
The participants they involved
in the research – workers at an

Australian company – took part in
an activity aimed at building rapport
between pairs of people unfamiliar
with each other. The ‘self disclosure’
exercise comprised of a series of
questions, prompting each pair to
reveal personal information about
themselves and their values.
There are various methods that
can be used for relationship building,
not just self-disclosure, the study
says. But what particular aspects
should organisations consider
so the activity is as effective as
possible? “We recommend an
approach where people can opt
out of team building discreetly,
by conducting team building only
among selected pairs of individuals
who can choose whether or not to
proceed with strengthening their
relationship,” says Pollack. It is
also important that their choice is
not revealed to management, and
that the right relationships are
targeted. That can be achieved “by
analytically identifying critical links

in collaboration and communication
networks among employees”,
concludes the study.
bit.ly/Workteams

MOTIVATION

Thinking like
a leader
When employees see their own
positive traits mirrored by their
bosses, they feel inspired to lead

H

ow can businesses encourage
fresh leadership talent to step
forward? And how can they tap into
the pool of people who would like to
lead but assume they aren’t suitable,
or those who don’t want to lead but
who would be extremely effective?
A study shows organisations how
they can uncover potential leaders
and motivate people to want to lead

by examining more closely how
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If teams are pulling in the same direction they are more likely to be innovative, according to research on effective workplace brainstorming

employees perceive the leaders in
their own company.
Businesses and workers need to
step away from the popular image of
the idealised leader, which dominates
leadership training and books, and
focus on highlighting the strengths
and weaknesses that actual leaders
have, says research from Warwick
Business School, Neoma Business
School and Virginia Tech. That
way, employees are not comparing
themselves to a model they feel
is unreachable or beyond their
capabilities, but to attributes they
recognise as having themselves.
This makes employees more
confident in thinking of themselves
as leadership material, which in turn
increases willingness to lead, says
the paper, Does thinking of myself
as leader make me want to lead? The
role of congruence in self-theories
and implicit leadership theories in
motivation to lead.
Researchers Birgit Schyns, Tina
Kiefer and Roseanne J Foti surveyed
68

497 employees (56 per cent of them
male and 44 per cent female) at two
points three weeks apart. Participants
were first asked to identify traits
that characterised a typical – as
opposed to idealised – leader. This
resulted in four common dimensions:
integrity, cleverness, dynamism and
manipulation. The survey asked
them to rate a typical leader on these
dimensions, then rate themselves. It
also measured individuals’ perceived
ability and motivation to lead.
When the participants saw
themselves as dynamic and having
integrity, similar to the typical
leaders they encountered, they
were more motivated to become
leaders themselves. When they
viewed themselves as having greater
integrity and being cleverer than a
typical boss, they were also more
likely to want to become a leader.
However, perceiving their leaders
as manipulative or seeing themselves
as being manipulative didn’t inspire
people to become a leader.

The key takeaway, says the
study, is that rather than the
particular characteristics of
a leader being important, it
is employees’ congruence –
whether they see themselves as
sharing characteristics with an
organisation’s typical leader – that
is the deciding factor in motivating
them to become a leader.
To translate that into practical
action on leadership development,
companies should first determine
which traits are most relevant to
their own leaders (for example, in
a start-up being dynamic may be
more important) and then clearly
communicate the characteristics they
are looking for. This will encourage
more of the right type of people to
come forward as potential leaders
(those who identify with those
particular traits), rather than only
attracting individuals who associate
with the popular stereotype of the
ideal leader, the researchers say.
bit.ly/idealleaders
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MEANING

Purpose makes
the world go
round
Feeling you do a meaningful
job can make you a more
accomplished performer

H

R practitioners wanting to
build the business case for
meaningfulness at work will welcome
fresh research showing it improves
job performance. Even better – and
strengthening the findings – is the
fact it is managers who reported this
increase in performance, as opposed
to employees self-reporting.
Previous research in this area has
not been convincing, according to the
paper, titled Meaningfulness of work
and supervisory-rated job performance:
A moderated-mediation model.
Researchers Nils Fürstenberg and
Kerstin Alfes, both of ESCP Business
School Berlin, and Amanda Shantz
from the University of Dublin, set out
to find out how job meaningfulness
leads to higher levels of work
performance, as rated by managers.
The team discovered that
employees who believe their work is
important, significant and worthwhile
are more likely to voluntarily put
forward suggestions and ideas with
a view to improving their company.
This ‘promotive voice behaviour’ is,
in turn, likely to result in a member
of staff being given a more glowing
performance review by their manager.
The research involved collecting
data from 249 employees at a UK
construction and consultancy firm on
how they felt about their work. The
employees’ roles varied and included
positions in facilities management,
logistics, building, property
development and administration.
Participants were asked to rate how
important their work was to them,
the quality of their relationships with

managers and how often they made
Other research supports the argument
constructive suggestions on work
that criticism boosts creativity – if
issues. This was compared with
people are told they must keep quiet
results from performance appraisals
when they think an idea is poor, it
given by managers.
stifles the free-thinking process.
The findings not only established
A recent study aimed to settle
a link between meaningfulness,
the debate. And it concludes that
employees’ willingness to speak up
criticism leads to different outcomes
with ideas and higher performance
depending on the particular situation
ratings, they showed that this was
and task. Where members of the
even more powerful when the
group are in sync about the goal
working relationship between
they aim to achieve, criticism can be
employee and boss was stronger.
helpful to the brainstorming process.
“Cultivating an environment in
However, where members have
which employees find purpose in
conflicting interests or the task is
their work goes beyond a ‘feel-good
competitive, criticism will have the
factor,’” says Shantz. HR departments
opposite effect.
can create “meaningful experiences”
Researchers Jared R Curhan and
for members of staff by providing
Tatiana Labuzova of Massachusetts
them with opportunities for
Institute of Technology (MIT)
personal growth and articulating an
Sloan School of Management, and
organisational vision that is aligned
Aditi Mehta, formerly at MIT but
with employees’ personal values.
now at the University of Toronto,
In addition, the researchers say,
conducted a field experiment of 100
managers can encourage workers
group brainstorming sessions on a
to share their ideas by
redevelopment project.
“Cultivating purpose
showing an interest
Expressing criticism
at work goes beyond
in and listening to
was discouraged
creating a ‘feel-good
new suggestions, and
for half of the group
factor’”
explaining why they
while, for the other
ultimately may or may
half, participants were
not have been taken forward.
encouraged to freely critique ideas.
bit.ly/Workpurpose
Within the groups, half were told
all their ideas would be presented to
a planning committee (this created
TEAMWORK
an environment of cooperation). The
other half were told they would need
to agree on their best ideas, which
would then be given extra attention
when shared (creating a competitive
environment).
Why creating the correct
People airing criticism led to
environment for brainstorming
more ideas – and more creative
is far from straightforward
ideas – being generated when the
group was working in a cooperative
hen teams get together to
environment. Encouraging criticism
brainstorm or problem solve,
yielded fewer ideas, and less creative
it’s inevitable opinions will differ.
ideas, when team members had
What’s not clear, though, is whether
competing goals.
encouraging people to voice criticism
The paper, titled Cooperative
helps or hinders the creative process.
Controversy: When Criticism
Some studies show that
Enhances Creativity in Brainstorming
brainstorming is most effective when
and Negotiation, says the findings
it’s freewheeling and non-judgmental.
do not point to there being a single 

Criticism can
help cooperation

W
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‘right’ way to brainstorm; instead,
processes need to be adjusted based
on the context to ensure groups can
realise their full creative potential.
Managers will need to have
“their finger on the pulse of the
relationships of the people on their
team”, says Curhan, so they can tailor
brainstorming procedures.
bit.ly/MITbrainstorm

PERFORMANCE

The pros and
cons of star
employees
Find yourself working alongside a
high flier? It might not prove the
career boost you hoped for

T

he opportunity to collaborate
with a ‘star’ employee –
someone whose performance is
exceptional and enjoys a high level
of recognition – should surely be
grabbed with both hands. In truth,
that depends on the circumstances,
because research warns that joining

forces with a high-profile employee
may present a double-edged sword.
In collaborations, stars tend to
get more than their share of the
credit when things go well and more
of the blame when projects don’t
succeed, according to Shadows and
shields: Stars limit their collaborators’
exposure to attributions of both credit
and blame.
In effect, for less accomplished
employees (non-stars), the upsides of
being able to work with a super talent
– such as being able to tap into their
expertise or enjoy higher visibility –
may be outweighed by gaining little
recognition or increase in professional
status should the project succeed.
The silver lining for non-stars,
however, is that when a piece of work
doesn’t go well, being overshadowed
by their star collaborator protects
them from being blamed, since it’s
assumed they would have taken a
backseat in the decision making.
Two academics, Rebecca R Kehoe of
Cornell University and F Scott Bentley
of Binghamton University, drew their
findings from analysis of the US hedge
fund industry. Their data consisted
of monthly observations on US funds

Recruiting women for an action thriller helped researchers understand issues around diversity
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from 2005 to 2019 and career histories
of the managers of these funds. Star
fund managers were identified as
those who had been nominated for an
Institutional Investor annual hedge
fund manager award.
The results point to another
key finding: where the non-star is
successful in their own right (for
example, they are high performing
or work for a leading employer), they
may be less likely to be overshadowed
by a star when working together on a
successful project. They may actually
benefit from shifts of blame to a star
co-manager if their project fails. “It
turns out that employees who have
their own record of success are the
ones who benefit the most by working
with stars,” concludes Kehoe.

GENDER DIVERSITY

Why longlists
work better

When we think more deeply about
recruitment, it becomes easier to
bring diverse names to the table

W

idening gender diversity
when recruiting for a job in
a male-dominated industry or role
doesn’t have to be a complicated
process. One easy and low-cost way
to bring in more women candidates
is to make the shortlist longer.
A study has found that informal
recruitment practices can be an
obstacle for women trying to get into
leadership roles in industries such as
tech and engineering, because men
automatically come to mind when
trying to fill vacancies. Men are seen
as a better ‘fit’ for roles in sectors still
strongly associated with their gender,
says the paper, A longer shortlist
increases the consideration of female
candidates in male-dominant domains,
which cites the sciences and even
Hollywood action heroes as examples.
The consequence of that may be
unintentional, but it is significant
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– it leads to an informal shortlist
of potential candidates being
drawn up that consists mainly of
men, despite there being equally
qualified women.
Ten studies were conducted to
test the idea that by simply making
those shortlists longer, more women
would be added into the mix. Three
initial studies involving 858 adults
required participants to imagine
being a filmmaker who wanted to
recruit a lead actor for an action
thriller “packed with action, car
chases and shoot-outs”. Participants
had to generate an initial shortlist of
three names and later expand their
shortlist by adding three additional
names. The proportion of female
candidates listed was 33 per cent
greater in the extended shortlist
compared with the initial shortlist.
A similar experiment was carried
out with individuals who had
experience working in the technology
industry. This time, participants were
asked to recruit a new CEO. Again, the
proportion of female candidates was
44 per cent higher on the extended
list than on the initial shortlist.
So why does a longer shortlist
work? Researchers investigated
by drawing on research from the
creativity field. They explain that
as brainstorming for longer rather
than shorter periods can lead to
more creative ideas that challenge
the status quo, being asked to
generate a wider shortlist can have
the same effect: it pushes people to
spend more time to come up with
alternatives and move away from
the “gender prototype”.
The research found initial evidence
that making a shortlist longer
(and more diverse) also positively
influences the likelihood of women
going on to be selected as candidates.
The key message, the researchers
say, is that taking more time to
extend initial shortlists can help
organisations and practitioners “think
more creatively about diversity”.
bit.ly/longlists

Eating junk food can make employees less helpful in the workplace, as well as being unhealthy
WELLBEING

Step away
from the
cheeseburger…
Poor eating habits at home create
problems in the workplace the next
day – and make us more withdrawn

W

e know of many reasons that
eating snacks late at night
isn’t good for us. What is perhaps
less known is the way it can affect
performance at work the next day.
Eating junk food, or excessive
eating and drinking, can make people
less helpful and more withdrawn at
work, according to research from
North Carolina State University and
the National University of Singapore.
“For the first time, we have shown
that healthy eating immediately
affects our workplace behaviours
and performance,” says co-author
Seonghee Cho.
The study required 97 full-time
US employees to complete a 10-day
survey, answering questions about
their physical and emotional

wellbeing, what they did at work and
in the evening, as well as eating and
drinking patterns after work.
The findings showed that poor
eating behaviours increased the
likelihood of individuals suffering
physical problems the next morning.
They also increased the feeling of
emotional strain, including feeling
guilty or ashamed about eating.
Crucially, the physical and
emotional strains linked to unhealthy
eating were, in turn, related to
changes in how people behaved at
work throughout the day, found
the study, titled Does a healthy
lifestyle matter? A daily diary study
of unhealthy eating at home and
behavioural outcomes at work. For
example, those who reported physical
or emotional problems were also more
likely to avoid work-related situations
(despite being at work) and less likely
to be helpful to others.
“Healthy eating isn’t just about
nutritional content. It may be
influenced by an individual’s dietary
needs, or even by when and how
they’re eating, instead of what they’re
eating,” says Cho.
bit.ly/Workovereating
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THE NEW NORMAL
Paul Simpson ponders what business can learn from a history of new realities
Does your strategy address the ‘new normal’? The rules of business are being rewritten – again. We’re
not sure why, how or by whom, but a frisson is rippling through boardrooms as bosses ask: how new and
how normal will this new reality be? Will it be a seismic shock, like the French Revolution in 1789, or
will it be more like the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1990? This ostensibly blew the final whistle on the Cold
War but felt more like the lull before a fiercely contested replay. Luckily, guidance is on its way.

1

In the 1990s, therapists advised bereaved patients to ‘live in the new normal’. In 2008, when the global economy
tanked, the talk was of ‘The Great Reset’. This more partisan variation was a new normal that would destroy
rampant capitalism. In June 2020, mid-Covid but with capitalism apparently as rampant as ever, the World
Economic Forum had another go, calling its summit The Great Reset. This time the phrase resonated, but with
the wrong people – right-wing, anti-lockdown conspiracy theorists twisted The Great Reset into an alleged plot
by the WEF to establish a worldwide communist hegemony using the pandemic as cover.

3

4

“Put your hands on everything you own, ask yourself if it brings you joy and, if it doesn’t, thank it for its service
and get rid of it.” This advice, from a disciple of Japanese decluttering guru Marie Kondo, is perfectly sound
when contemplating an unwanted shirt, but more problematic if you loathe your fridge freezer. In 2021,
one aspect of the new normal is not to discard, but to repair. Management trends fluctuate almost as rapidly,
reflecting not only our conviction that human behaviour changes much faster and more radically than it actually
does, but also our penchant for simplifying reality.

5

6

Is there even such a thing as normal any more? Consultants at KPMG were warning in 2018:
“No normal is the new normal.” Maybe so, but having no norms at all makes many of us feel like
we are staring into the abyss. As history shows, truly major events can lead to the establishment
of new normals – the Norman invasion of England in 1066 for one. But such events are
rarer than we think, and certainly rarer than pundits, who derive fame and fortune from
trendspotting, would have us believe.

Certain aspects of the new normal are obvious. If we look at the direction of travel, we know
working from home will remain popular, and that we will need to manage climate change
and the growing power of AI. We don’t know how quickly, and significantly, these trends will
change the workplace, individually or collectively. In other words, employers need to prepare
not for one specific threat, such as Covid-22, but for a range of potential perils.

Why does this all matter? Because ultimately, in the wise words of Danny Miller and Jon Hardwick in
the Harvard Business Review back in 2002: “Few management approaches are universally applicable, and
attempts to implement a mismatched approach can do more harm than good.” Simply put, there will be no
single new normal. Although the broad trends may be similar, everyone will feel them in their own unique
ways – so the impact on particular organisations will be subtly, but crucially, different.
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2

The phrase ‘new normal’ is more than 100 years old. It was originally used by Canadian agrarian
thinker Henry Wise Wood, who wrote in the (American) National Electric Light Association
journal in December 1918: “To consider the problems before us, we must divide our epoch
into three periods: that of the war [World War I], that of the transition, that of the new normal,
which will undoubtedly supersede the old.” In that month’s general election, prime minister
David Lloyd George triumphed by promising to make Britain a “land fit for heroes”. He didn’t
quite deliver on that new normal but the phrase certainly caught on.

Images of Mutual Undoing and Unity
– Ghosts No. 4 (2019)
Li Qing
This striking portrait by rising Chinese artist Li Qing
forms the centrepiece of a solo show entitled Rear
Windows, inspired by the classic Alfred Hitchcock
surveillance thriller of the same name. Housed in a
restored 1920s mansion in Shanghai owned by
fashion house Prada, the work is not quite as it
seems. For one thing, the young woman with the
forthright stare is a fiction – the imagined
granddaughter of the mansion’s original owner,
tycoon Rong Zongjing. For another, she is not alone
in the frame: closer examination reveals the ghost
of Rong Zongjing’s face superimposed on hers.
Li Qing’s work is a multi-layered commentary on the
dangers of taking things at face value, the dynastic
nature of power in China, and the subtle but vital
distinction between overt and covert meaning in
the world’s largest communist state.
Oil on canvas, 152 × 134 cm © DACS 2021

